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Abstract 

The author describes the system design of Molecular Dynamics Machine (MOM) , which 
is a special-purpose computer for large-scale mole,ular dynamic simu lations. Molecular 
Dynamics simulations have been widely used to study the physical properties of ondcnsed 
matter in atomic level. MD simulations treat atoms as ·lassical particles. An atom interacts 
with the other atoms through bonding force , Coulomb force, and van der Waals force. 

The bottleneck of MD simu lations is the calculation cost for non-bonding forces, such as 
Coulomb and van der Waal forces. ln particular, almost all computation time is consumed 
in the calculation of Coulomb force. When periodic boundary condition is imposed, Ewald 
method is used in the calculation of Coulomb force. ln Ewald mPtbod, the calculation of 
Coulomb force is divided into real-space and wavenumber-space parts. 

MDM bas a special-purpose computer to alculate non-bonding forces at high speed. 
MDM is composed of MDGRAPE-2 , WlNE-2, and a bost com puter. MDGRAPE-2 calcu
lates van der Waals force and real-space part of Coulomb force. MDGRAPE-2 consists of 
2560 MDGRAPE-2 chips. WlNE-2 calculates wavenumber-space part of Coulomb force. 
WINE-2 consists of 3072 WINE-2 chips. The host computer calculates bonding-force and 
updates positions of atoms. 

The author designed both of MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 chips. An MDGRAPE-2 chip 
bas four pipelines to calcu late arbitrary central forces, and is twelve imes faster than 
an MD-GRAPE chip (Taiji el al. 1994). A WINE-2 chip bas eight pipelines to perform 
Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) and lnverse DFT, which are used in the calculation 
of wavenumber-space part of Coulomb force , and is fifty times faster than an MD-GRAPE 
chip. Engineering samples of MDGRAPE-2 and WJNE-2 chips will be sh ipped at tbe lbird 
and the first quarters of 1998, respectively. 

The author also designed overall system of MOM and estimated its effective performance. 
He found that MDM calculates 106 time-steps of MD simulation witb a million particles in 
about a day ( ~ 105 seconds). Its peak speed is about 100 Tflops and will sustain one-third 
of a peak performance in the simulation with one m.i llion atoms. Total system of MUM 
will be completed in 1999. 

The author compares MDM with other specia:J-purpose computers and general-purpose 
supercomputers, estimates hardware specification t,o realize a time-span of micro-seconds 
for the systems with a hundred thousands atoms, abel discusses a faster algorithms than 
Ewald method. He also discusses other applications of MDM than M 0 sim ulations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely used to st udy the physical prop
erties of condensed maLter at a:n atomic leveL MD simulations treat atoms as classical 
particles. An atom interacts with the other atoms through bonding force, Coulomb force, 
and van der Waals force. Bonding forces, caused by quantum electro-dynamical efJects of 
electrons, are treated as classical springs connecting two atoms in MD simulations. MD 
simu lations give us many microscopic propert ies of structures and dynamics, which are 
usually dif£cult to be obta.ioed by experimental methods. Their application spreads to 
many fields, in particular, life and material sciences. 

MD simulations, which give us information on structures and the folding processes of 
protei11s and nucleic acid , have been used to study in many (ie!ds of life sciences, such 
as st ructural biology, enzyme kinetics (Warshel 1991), protein engineering ( Fasrnall 19 9) 
aDd drug design (Burt et aL 1989) over the past decade. These biomolecules have strongly 
attracted attentions of researchers of life ciencc, because tbey are the dues to the under
standing of enzymic reactions in biological bodies. 

Structures of proteins are believed to be strongly related to their fun tions as enzymes. 
The structures of proteins were deterrillned by X-ray crysLaUograpby and N u lear Magt1etic 
Resonance (NMR) experimen ts, so far. X-ray crystallography can determine the structure 
of protein molecule witb a molecular weight of one million . However, it requires crystals of 
proteins, which are generally difficult to form ; in fact, crystallization process is tbe major 
limiting factor of X-ray crystallography of proteins. On the otbe.r hand, NMR, which dose 
uot require a crystal, is di.fficnlt to analyze molecules larger than 30,000 in molecular weight , 
since a dense solution of such large proteins are difficult to form. 

MD simulations can overcome these experimental difficul ties in st ru ctural biology. They 
enhance the ability of these experimental method ; Structu res of many proteins belonging 
in a family are determined by MD simu lations, if one of t bem arc once determined by an 
experiment. Fm example, SugiLa et al. (1998) stuclied the thermal stabi lity of chymotrypsin 
inhibitor 2 in the case of vaLine to alanine mutation of the 57-th residue. 

Folding process of proteins is one of the most important topics in l.ife sciences. Statistical 
analysis reveals that folding time-scale of a protein molecule is much faster than that 
expected by a naive random search in tb<:> conformational phase space (Levinthal 1968): 
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ft is t>videut that there is a pathway to lead the native conformation from the random 
coi l state. For example, experiments, such as proton exchange NMR (Roder and Wuthrich 
1986; Radford et al. 1992) and mutagenesis (Garvey et a!. 1989; Sancho et a! 1992) , 
showed that some protein sequences containing fragments of LO to 20 amino acids quickly 
fold to their own secondary slruct ure, independent of tertiary structures of the rest of the 
protein . MD simulations have greatly contributed on the mechanism of such initialization 
of helix fonnat.ion and helix stability in an aqueous environment (DiCapua et al. 1990; 
VanBuuren and Herendsen 1993). 

MD si mulations also contribute to the advances in material sciences. For example, phase 
behaviors ofsuperco led water are studied by MD simulations taking into account hydrogen 
bond networks. Tanaka et al. ( 1996) confirmed the phase transition from normal water to 
w;1tcr f I with a lower density in super cooled water by molecular dynamics simulation at 
constant. pressure 1tnd temperature. 

Yasuoka et a! (1998) studied homogeneous nucleation from super saturated vapor to 
liquid droplets by MD simulations. They found that nucleation rate is two orders of mag
nitud higher than that predicted by nucleation theory in the case of Lennard-Jones fluid 
and three orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical prediction i.n the case of water. 
The results of MD simulations are much closer to experimental results than theoretical pre
diction . They found t.hat droplets are by no means spherical: all the theory of nucleation 
assumed the spherisit.y of droplets. This non-spherical nature conic! be a cause oftbe large 
differences in nucleation rate between their calculations and theoretical prediction. 'rbey 
also suggested that tbe size dependence of surface tension is also importa.nt to understand 
this contradiction . 

There are strong motivations to perform MD simulations with a larger number of atoms 
to study larger molecular systems. In recent years , the structures of large biomolecu les in 
tbe range of 10,000 and 100,000 atoms have been determined . Those are pbotosyntheti.c 
reaction center (Deisenhofer et aJ. 1985; Feher eta!. 1988) , ATPase (Abrahams et al. 1994) , 
and cytochrome oxjda.se (Iwata eta!. 1995). Furthermore, biomolecular systems consisting 
of many molecules have become targets of simulations, {or example, lipid bilayer (Pastor and 
Venable 1993; Heller et a!. 1993; Zhou and Schulten 1995) , membrane-protein complexes 
(Zhou and Schulten 1996) , F-actin (Lorenz et al. 1993: Tirion eta!. 1995) , and protein
DNA complexes (Beveridge and Ravishanker 1994; Eriksson et al. 1995; Han-is eta!. 1994). 
These hiornolecule systems are often required to be surrounded by water molecu les. In order 
to study the struc.tures and dynamics of these large systems of molecules, simulations wi h 
million atoms are required. Moreover, investigating phenomena, such as the stability of 
biornolecules on the structure obtained by experiments, at least several hundreds of pico
seconds of MD simulations are often required. 

However, the number of atoms included in MD simulations with a time span of nano
seconds are strictly limited to several tens of thousands (figure l.l) due to the calculation 
cost for non-bonding forces. In MD simu lations , almost all computational time is consumed 
in the calculation of Coulomb and van der Wa.al forces, since the number of tbe particles 
which interact through non-bonding forces tends to be much larger compared with that 
through bonding force . In particular, tbe calculation cost for Coulomb force increases 
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in proportion to square of the number of particles in a system. when you use the naive 
direct summation method. i~lhen Coulomb force is not truoc-a.Led , the number of atom s 
in Lhe system is limited to about several tens of tbou.sands even if yon use 1 he currently 
most powerful supercomputers. For examplt?, wheu the number of at.oms, N , is a hundred 
thousand (105) , the number of pair-wise interactions per time-step is tOL0 with direct 
summation method, because the calculation cost of direct summation is O(N2 ). Since it 
takes about 30 floating point. operations to calculate a pair-wise Coulornb force , required 
ca.lculation speed is about 350 GAops to simulate 10° time-steps (~l nsec) within len days. 
Because of this large computatim1al cost, Coulomb force is usually t.ruocaled at a length of 
lOA"-' 15fL However, this trunca.tioo leads a very large computational error ("' sever:-1! len 
of kcaljmol) in free energy (Saito 1995). Even if we u e a fast algorithm instead of dirert 
summation, such as tree-code (Barnes eta!. 1986) or P3M (Particle-Particle Particle-Me h; 
Eastwood et a.l. 1980) m tbod , the cost for Coulomb force still dorninat.es I ht> computing 
time. 

This difficulty can be ov rcome by a super-high-speed special-purpose comput.er for 
molecular dynamics simu lations. ln fact, several machines, su h as Delft Molecu Jar Dy
namics Processor (DMDP; Bakker et a!. 1988) , ATOM. (Bakker et al. 1990), F'ASTRUN 
(Fine eta!. 1991) were developed for the acceleration of MD sim11lations. 

Sugimoto et a!. (Sugimoto ~t al. 1990; Ebisnzaki et al. J 993) have developed a series of 
bardwares which is called as GRAPE (GRAvity PipE) for the calculation of gravit.ational 
many-body simulations. Tbis approach bas been extremely successfuL They c mpleted 
the first Tera-flops machine, GRAPE-4, in the summer of 1995 (Makino et a!. 1995, 1997) . 
The total cost for developing GRAPE--4 was Less than 2 million dollars, and they took only 
three years to develop it. The price-performance of GRAPE-4 is a hundred times better 
than that of typical general-purpose computers. CRAPE hardwares are not only fas in 
calculation speed but also inexpensive and quick t.o develop. 

A GRAPE hardware can be applied to molecular dynamics simulations (Sugimoto et. a!. 
1990). ln fact , Ito et a!. (1993) have developed GRAPE-2A which can calculate Coulomb 
force and van der Waals force as well as gravitational force . It has a programmable RAM 
table for the evaluation of pair-wise force. It can calculate central forces with arbitrary 
functional forms by changing the content of the RAM table in the fore evaluation unit. 

Fukushige et a!. (1993) developed another type of special-pUTpose computer, WLNE-J, 
which is specialized for discrete Fourier transform and inverse dis rete Fourier transform. 
These transformations are used to calculate Coulomb forces in wavenumber-space in Ewald 
method (Ewald 1921) under the periodic boundary condition. Taiji et al. (1994) developed 
a specialized LSl chip, MD-GRAPE chip, which implements the functions of GR.APE-2A 
and WI 1E-l pipeline in a single chip. An MD-GRAPE board with four MD-G RAPE chips 
has a peak speed of 4 Gflops (Fukusbige et al. 1996) . Toyoda eta! . (1995) also developed 
a similar machine, MD-engine. 

In the present thesis, the author gives the hardware design of a highly parallelized 
GRAPE system for molecular dynamics s imulations, wbicb he named as .Molecular Dy
namics Machine (hereafter MDM). The target speed of MDM is about 100 Tflops. MOM 
will be able to perform one time-step of a million parti les in O.l seconds: It takes only one 
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d<ty (~ 105 sec) to perform the simulat ions of a. time span of a. nano-seconds(~ 106 time
steps). MDM will be about a llllndred times fa~ter than currently fastest supercomputers 
in sustained speed for MD simu lations with a milliou atoms (figure 1.1). 

MDM is composed of a host computer and two kinds of specialized proces or chips, 
25GO MDGRAPE-2 chips and 3072 WINE-2 chips. We can use a workstat.ion cluster 
or sup rcomputer M a host computer. The author bas desigued both of !viDGRAPE-2 
and WlNE-2 chips, and engineering samples of MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 chips will be 
shipped at. the third and the fi rst quarters of 199 , respectively. Total sy tem of MDM 
will b completed in 1999. Total budget for MDlVI is about 5 million dollars includ ing the 
host computer. MDM will be the fastest computer in the world in 1999, since the fastest 
supercomputer wi ll reach to only 4. Tflops at that time. The aim of the present thesis i to 
describe the system design of MDM . 

The present thesis is organized as follows. The author describes the basic equations 
and algorithms of molecu lar dynamics simulations in chapter 2. l n chapter 3, be gives t he 
structu re of the MDM system and the policy of chip design of WINE-2 and MDGRAPE-2 
chips. lc chapter 4 and 5, the author present~ the detailed descript ion of of WINE-2 and 
MDGR.APE-2 chips, respectively. In chapter 6, be sliows the predicted performance of 
MDM. In chapter 7, the author compares MDM with other special and general purpose 
computer and djscusses some sophisticated algorithm for MDM. There are strong motiva
tions to realize longer t ime span to Wld rstand longer phenomena, such as folding of tertia! 
stru cture of proteins and vibrations of lip id bilayer. He also discusses t he possibility tore
alize a. micro-second MD simulation fo r a hundred thousands atoms using a supercomputer 
as a host computer. 

............ _ 
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Figure 1.1: Time span of MD simulation is plotted against t he 
number of atoms. We assume 7 days of CPU time and 0.5 femto
second of a time step. Ewald method is assumed to be used for 
calculating Cou lomb forces. The number of atoms is li mited to 
several tens of thousands, when we perform l nano-second of MD 
simulation by a moderate speed of supercomputer with a peek speed 
of 100 Gf!ops (thin dashed line). T hick solid curve shows the ex
pected performance of MDM (see chapter 6) : MDM can perform 3 
nano-seconds of MD simul ation with a million atoms. Even with 
the current ly fastest supercom pu ter ( l .8 Tflops; thin so lid li11e) , you 
can only perform up to 100 pico-seconds of MD simu lation with a 
million atoms at it peak speed. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic Equations and Algorithms of 
MD Simulation 

ln Molecular dynamics simulations, atoms in a system are treated as classical particles 
and receives Coulomb, Van der Waals, covalent bond, and hydrogen bond forces from 
other particles. Positions and velocities of atoms are updated by the Newton's equation of 
motion. In the present chapter, the author describes the basic equations a.nd algorithms of 
MD simulations. l n section 2.1, basic equations are summarized. ln section 2.2, quations 
to calculate non-bonding forces, which dominates over t he calculation cost, are described. 

2.1 Basic Equations 

2.1.1 Interaction among particles 

In molecular dynamics simulations, aU interactions between particles are governed by the 
following potential energy (Weiner et al. 1984 ): 

1> = 

Ko(O- Oo) 
bonds bond angle 

+ Kq, [l + cos(n¢- 'Y)] (2.1) 
torsion angle 

where r,; is the distance beiween particles i and j, q, is the charge of particle i, 0 is the 
bond angle, ¢is the torsion angle, Kb , /( 9 , and K"' are the constants of springs representing 
covalent bonds, and a,j, b,1 , and ckl, clkl are the coefficients of van der Waals potential and 
hydrogen-bonding, respectively. The first and econd terms represents 'ou lomb and Van 

7 
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dcr Waals potentials, respectively, and he t bird to fifth terms represent covalent-bonds . 
and the last term represents hydrogen-bonds. 

2.1.2 Force calculation 

The forces exerted on a parlicl(;' are obtained by taking gradient of equat ion 2.1 on the 
respect of 1.be position of the particle. The force, f... on particle i is expressed as: 

r~ = F,(Clb) + f;(vdW) + F,(hd), (2.2) 

where F,(Cib) is he 'ou lomb force . f,(vdW) is the van der Waals force, and F ;(bd) is tbe 
bonding fore by covalent and hydrogen bonds. 

Cou lomb force is calculated by Ewald method , wh n the periodic bound ary condition is 
imposed. ln Ewald method, f,(C ib) is divided into two parts, i.e., real-space part , F(re), 
and wave!lltmber-space part , F(wn ): 

F,(Cib) = F,(re) + ff.(wn), 

where F,(r ) and F,(wn) are expressed as: 

F,(re) = ~ LqJ [erfc(m·;1 /L) 
47r£o 

1 
r,1 

F;(wn) 

2a ( 2 2/ 2)] r,j + r;;; exp -a r,1 L 2 , 
v nL r;1 

_q_, - L k exp( -7r2 L2k2/a2) 
27r£o£3 f k2 

[si n(21rk · fi) ~ q; cos(2?rk · ~) 

-cos(21rk. r,) ~q;sin(2nk· fj) ]' 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where f', is the position of particle i, f,; is the relative vector from particle j to particle i, 

r,3 is t he distance between particle i and particle j, k is the wavenumber vector, q; is the 
elect rostatic charge of particle i, L is the length of a side of the computational box, c:o is the 
dielectric con tant of vacuum. a is a parameter to adjust th e computational cost for real 
and wavenumber part of the Coulomb force calculation, and erfc( x) is the complementary 
error funct ion: 

2 lox erfc(x) = 1- r;;; exp( -t2 )dt. 
y1f 0 

(2.6) 

The wavenumber vector , k, can be expressed as (k,/L , ky/L,k,fL) by using three integers 
k., ky , and k,. 

2.1 . BASIC EQUJ\TlON 9 

The author assumes that the computational box is a cube in the present th esis. He calls 
tb(' particle on which forces are exerted as 'force-receiving pMtide', and the particle which 
e.xerts force as 'force-exerting particle· . 

The van der Waals force, F,(vdW), is calculated by 

(2.7) 

where 1:( at, at 1 ), a(at., at1 ) are t he coefficients which d pend on both of atom types at, 
and at1 , where at, is the atom type of par ide i. Tn the present thesis, van der Waals fore
of Lennard-Ja nes potential type is used. 

2.1. 3 T ime integrat ion 

There are .many klnds of integrator t ir1tegrate equation of mo ion, such as Verlet algorith m 
(Verlet 1967), Beeman a lgorithm (Beeman 1976), and multiple time-step algorithms (Tuck
ennan et a!. 1992). Verlet algorithm, which is one of t.he si mple and popular a lgorit hms 
for time-integration of the positions of particles, is expressed as follows. 

i"(t +at) 

v(t+ M/2) 
r(t) + 5t v(t + St/2), 
v(t- St/2) + otii(t), 

{2.8) 

(2.9) 

where, f(t), v(t) and ii(t) are the position, velocity, and accelerat ion of a particle at time 
I , respedively. 

2.1.4 Pressure Con trol 

There are several kinds of techniqu es to simulate various thermal cond it ions, such as 
constant-temperature or constant-pressure condit ions. For xam ple, Parrinello-Rahman 
equations (Parrinello and Rahman 19 1) are often used for the si.rn ulation under the 
constant-pressu re condition. When you use Nose and Klein's extensiou of P a rrinello
Rahman equat ions to rigid molecular systems (Nose and Klein 1983), he pressure, P, 
is calculated as: 

p == N~T (1- 3kl T L f;JT•j) ' 
B >;!] 

(2. 10) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constan t , N, T and V are the number of atoms, the temperature 
and the volume of the system, respectively, and /;1 is t h pair-wise force between particles 1 

and j. The second term, L,h J,1r;3 , represents t:h efl'ecl of mutual in te raction of particles 
on pressure in the system and is called as viria l. 
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2.2 Calculat ion of Non-Bonding Forces with MDM 

Calcu lation of non-bonding, such as Coulomb and van der Waals forces. dominates the 
total calculation of the M D simulation. In particular, the calculation for Coulomb force 
is most time-consumiJJg. Although tbe number of interaction per atom of covalent and 
hyd rogen bonds is less than 10 , that. for van der Waals is more than a hundred , and that 
for Coulomb is~ N, where N is the number of particles in the computat ional box. 

ln t il e present thesis, the author used Ewald method for t he calculation of Cou lomb 
force . Other mPtbods, such as tree-code, P 3M, PP PC, and fast multi pole method , wi ll be 
discussed u1 chapter 7. 

2.2.1 Calculation algorithm for l~ (re) and ft;(vdW) 

l n t he alcu lation of F,( re) and F,(vdW) by equations (2.4) and (2.7), he author uses 
cell-index method (Hackney et al., 1981). The computat ional box is divided i11to cells and 
force-exerting particles are treated in the unit of a cell. ln t he present thesis, he treats t he 
case that a cc!l is a cube and the length of its side, Lce/1, is t be same as the cut-off radius, 
rcur. of F,(re) and F,(vd W). Number of particles, Nceu, in a cell is expressed as: 

N r~,N 
Ncell ~ -13 = - 1 3 ' 

bo:r ~ 

(2.11) 

where t,., is the ou mbeJ· of cells of a side of the computational box, i.e., lboz = Lf Lcell· 
Total number of cells is l~oz· 

In the present thesis, the author assumes that particles in a cell interact with the par
ticles in that cell and neighboring 26 cells. Figw·e 2.1 shows neighbori ng ce lls in t he 
two-dimensional case. Suppose that we calculate the force of a particle (particle i) in the 
centra l cell , we sum up tbe forces from part icles in the ce lls of the thin hatched region . 
One may reduce the calculation cost for real-space part of Ewald method and that of van 
der Walls forces by using smaller cell s. This possibilities will be discussed in chapter 7. 

2.2.2 Calculation algorithm for ~(wn) 

The wavenumber space part of Coulomb force, F,(wn) , is actually calculated with MDM 
by the fo llowing equations. Equation (2.5) can be rewritten as: 

..,. Nwv _ 

F,(wn) = L £lnSin(21fk,. · Ti + B,.) · k,., (2.12) 
n=l 

where, a. and (),. are calculated by: 

( 2£2k2/ 2) q, exp -Jr n a Js2 C2 
13 k2 n + "' 7re7o n 

(2 .13) 

{ 
-sin- 1 (s,;Js;. + c;) 
7r +sin -I ( s,;Js~ + c;) for c,. < 0, 

for C', ~ 0, 
(2.14) (),.. 

2.2. CALCULATION OF NON-BONDI, G FORCES WITH MDM 

Figu r 2.1: Cell-index method in two-dimensional case. The size of 
a cell is the same as r"',. Force of a particle t is the sum of forces 
from the parti cles in thin hatched region . 

where S, and C, are: 

N 

L q;sin(21fk,. · 1~), 
]=1 

N 

C,. = L q; cos(21rk,. · T;). 
]=l 

11 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Here. N,., is the number of waveJmmber vectors to be taken into accoun l;, for th e a.ccumu
lation of .F,(wn) , i.e., 

2 3 3 
N, •• ~ 3w L k""" (2.17) 

where kcut is the cut-o ff length of wavenumber vector, and N, • ., is the half of t he number 
of wavenumber vectors wbose lengths a re shorter than kc,.t· Here, the author uses the fa t 
that the t erm in the summation of k in eq uat ion (2.5) takes exact ly the same value for t.he 
case of k and -k. 
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Chapter 3 

System Design of Molecular 
Dynamics Machine 

Molecular Dynamics Machine is composed of a host computer and two special -purpose 
hardware, MDGRAFE-2 and WJNE-2 (figure 3.1 ). A host computer is a. g'neral-purposc 
computer, such as a workstation or a supercomputer, which works a.~ a front-end processor. 
Two special-purpose computers, which the author is newly developing, work as a back-end 
hardware. 

ln MDM, the host computer calculates bonding forces for covalent and bydrogen bonds 
and updates the positions and velocities of particles. The non-bonding forces, which domi
nates the total calculation cost, are calcu lated by MDGRAPFr2 and WINE-2. MDGRA.PE-
2 calculates .F,(re) (equation 2.4) and F,(vdW) (equation 2.7), wilile WINE-2 calculates 
ff,(wn) (equation 2.5). Since the load on MDGRAPE-2 and W!NE-2 is mucb heavier than 
those for host computer and communication interfaces among them, the total performance 
of the system is determined by the super-highspeed special-purpose computers rather than 
the host computer or communications, for a large number of particles. 

The author designed two kinds of chips, i.e., MDGRAPF~2 and WINE-2 ch ips. These 
chips are specialized for molecular dynamics simu lat.ions, and will be massively parallelized 
to form MOM. At the start of the design of MOM , the author studied the error of MD
GRAPE system (Fuknsbige et al. 1996), which bas four MD-GRAPE chips (Taiji et al. 
1994). He found that the accuracy in MD-GRAPE is too high by three orders of magnitude 
in the calcu lation of wavenumber space. If we use a shorter number of digits, we can save 
tbe transistor size, and use a b igher clock frequency by a large factor even using the same 
technology. He, therefore , decided to develop two different chips, i.e., W INE-2 ch ip for 
wavenumber-space calculation and MDGRAPE-2 chip for real-space calculation. 

In the present chapter, the author describes the system design of MDM. The structure 
of he system is described in ection 3.1. In section 3.2, he reviews tbe structure of MD
GRAPE, and presents the design policy of WINE-2 and MDGRAPE-2 chips. 

13 
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HOST 
COMPUTER 

MDGRAPE-2 

7;(re) ~(vdW) 

WINE-2 

Figure 3.1: Basic structure of Molecular Dynamics Machine 

3.1 Structure of Molecular D ynamics Machine 

The Molecular Dynamics Machine (M OM ) is divided into Nnd nod es connected with each 
ot.ber by a switch (figure 3.2). A node is composed of a node computer, MDGRAPE-2, and 
W INE-2 (figure 3.3). Each node computer is connected with 1\IDGRAPE-2 by N9 c1 links 
and with WfNE:-2 by Nwcl links. A node computer is a general-pu rpose computer, such 
as a PC, a workstation, or a supercomputer. It performs the calcu lation of bonding-force, 
P,(bd) , and time integration of particles. MDGRAPE-2 calculates F;(re) and F;(vdW) , 
while Wl NE-2 calcu lates f.(wn) (see figure 3.1). The structures of MDGRAPE-2 and 
WJNI~- 2 are described in t he following subsections. 

3.1.1 MDGRAPE-2 

MDGR.APE-2 has a hiera.rc bical structure with three-levels , i.e., G-cluster, G-board, and 
G-chip. MDGRAPE-2 is composed of N9c1 G-clusters (figure 3.3). Each G-cluster is con
ne ted to a node computer through a link. Each G-cluster bas Ngbd G-boards and each 
G-boa.rd bas N 9cp MDGRAPE-2 chips (hereafter, G-chips; figure 3.4). The author will get 
N9c1 = and Ngbd = 4 as an optimal set based on the estimation in the section 6.2. He 
plans to put 10 ( = Ngcp) G-chips on a G-board and adapt POI (Peri pheral Component 
Interconnect) bus (64- bit wide and 33 MHz clock frequency ) as a Link to the node. 

G -clust er 

G- boards and au interface board in a G-cluster are connected with each other by a bus. As 
for a bus, the a uthor adopts PCI bus (64-bit wide and 33 MHz clock frequency) with an ex
tension for broadcasting data: Data from a node computer to G-cluster can be broad casted 
t.o al l lhe G- boards through an interface board. 
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MDM 

node I 

node 2 
switch 

Figure 3.2: Block diagram of Molecular Dynamics Machine ( M DM) 

node 

MDGRAPE-? -
G cluster I J 
G-cluster 2 I 

: : 
G-cluster N ,d 

node 
computer WINE-2 

W-cluster I I 
W-cluster 2 I 

: : 

W -cluster N '"'I 

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of a node 
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G-c luster 

G-board I 

C=:1 ',,. ' N ICJI 

l a~•·· l~ --·9} 

o --····-~·:o 
G-board 2 

~L _______ G __ -b_o_a_r_d_N.~~~''----~ 
Figure 3.4: Structure of a G-cluster 

G-board 

A G-board calcu lates pairwise central forces such as real-space part of Coulomb and van 
der Waals forces with the cell-index method. It has 24N9cp different virtual pipelines io 
calculate forces on 24.Ngcp force-receiving particles: 

2i Jendc, 

f, =I: I: f~J• 
c=l j=).sf.o.rtr; 

27 JeTLdt;. 

J~ =I: I: !~.]' 
c=l j=jsta·rte 

27 Jendc 

J; =I: I: f;J, (3.1) 
c=l J=jslartc 

27 je.n.dc 

~~4N6,, =I: I: f~4N9""J' 
c::::l j=-J.1 tartc 

where c is the index of the neighboring cells and jstartc is the index of the first particle 
in a ce ll c, jendc is the index of the last particle in a cell c, and J:,j is the pairwise forces 
between particles i and .i· Here, indices of particles in a cell are assumed to be contiguous. 

ln the case of real-space part of Coulomb force, [;J is given by: 

1:J = qi g (c/rUL2
) f';i, (3.2) 

wher g(.1·) is: 

( ) 
2 exp( -x) erfc( JX) 

gx= +--- . .,fifx :c3/2 
(3.3) 
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A host computer calculates the real-space part of Cou lomb force, f~(re) , as: 

F,(r .) = ...!h.._[. 
l7r£o 

(3.4) 

In the case of van der Waals force, J:,J is calculated by: 

(3.5) 

where g(x) is: 
g(x) = 2x- 1 - :r (3.6) 

for Lennard-Janes potential. The van der Waals force, f.,(vdw) , is same as f,. 
A G-boa.rd is composed of N9cp G-cbips, Cell index counter , Cell memory , Particle 

index counter, Particle memory , aud Interface logic (figure 3.5). Cell index counter 
counts the index of tbe cell , c, from 1 lo 27, and ils output becomes the address of Cell 
memory. Cell memory stores pairs of indices of lhe firs' (Jstart.c) and the lnst, (.)endc) par
ticles in cells, and outputs them to Particle index counter . Particle index counter 
counts lbe particle index, J, from Jstartc to Jendc, and its output becomes the address of 
Particle memory . Particle memory stores positional coordinates (fj), cha rges (q1 ), and 
atom types (at1 ) of particles. These data are supplied lo C'-chips every six in ernal clock 
cycles of a. G-cbip. All the G-chips on a G-board share the output of Particle memory . 
Interface logic commun icates with a G-board and the interface board in a G-cluster. 

A G-boa.rd calcuJa.tes forces on 24N9cp force-receiving particles from a force-exerting 
particle every s ix internal clock cycles of a G-chip. It takes 

27 

6 t9 p;pe L:Uend,- jsta1·tc + 1) ~ 6 · 27 N,.utg[ripe 
-1 

(3.7) 

to calcu late equation (3.1) to get total forces, [.. Here, tgrnpe is the cycle Lime of the internal 
clock of a G-cbip. 

In the following sections, the author assumes that real-space part of Cou lomb force on 
12N9 ,P particles and van der Waals force on L2N9r.p particles are calcu lated in parallel on 
a G-boa.rd, i.e., 12Ngop of pipelines are assigned to real-space part of Coulomb force and 
12N9 cp of pipelines are assigned to van der Waals force . 

G-chlp 

A G-chip has four G-pipelines for force calculation to perform the summations for J: on 24 
particles in every six internal clock cycles, because it uses six "virt ual mu ltiple pipelines" 
(Makino et a !. , 1993). The cycle time of tbe internal clock of G-chip, t9P•P"• is lO nsec. 
The a.utbor presents the design policy of G-chip in sect ion 3.2.2, and detailed description 
of a G-chip in chapter 5. Here, be describes the minimal description of MDGRAPE-2 chip 
(G-chip) to understand MDGRAPE-2 . 
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G-board 

lnlerlace logic 
bUS 

Figure 3.5: Block diagram of G-board 

G-chip 

m Control Unit I Neighbor List}--
(D-o RAM 

I ' 
....L ~ rt G-pi pcline I J:: c: 

e (at., at 1) ~ E -~ :2 ...s...- qj ·c: ~ ~~~ -2 '- ... G-pipeline 2 J:: :::J ati cr (az.,ar) ar1 
0 
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~ 
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II> E q, L~ r; G-pipeli ne 4 t=-

- rj 

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of G-chip 
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A G-chip is composed of four G-pipelines , Atom Coefficient RAM , Neighbor List RAM , 
Control Unit, and Input Unit (figure 3.6). A G-pipelin<' calculates forces on 6 force
receiving particles from a force-exerting particle every six internal clock. Figure 3.7 shows 
the block diagram of a G-pipeline. Summation of f:J in equation (3.1) is performed by 64-
bit double-precision floating-point accumulator. Most of other operal.ions, such as multiply 
of g1 or E(p, g), are performed in 32-bit floating- point arithmetic units. An arbitra1-y func
tion, g(x) , is approximated by 4-th polynomial inteJ·polation in Function Evaluator in a 
G-pipeline. Coefficients of the polynomials are stored in the RAM in Function Evaluator. 
The RAM stores 1024 sets of coefficients. The relative error by this ·1-Lh polynomial in
terpolation by table look-up is as low as about L0- 7 , which is almost the same as that of 

32-bit floating-point value (IEEE 754). The net accuracy in force calculat ion is also about 
lhat of 32-bit floating-point operation. 

The data necessary to calculate are suppjjed as follows. Particle memory on a G
board sends q1 , at1 , and r1 io G-cbips in every six internal clock cycles of tbern. A node 
computer writes r;, a2 / L 2 , and at, to G-chips before starting the calculation of equation 
(3.1 ). Coefl-l ients E(p, q) and o(p, g) for all the pair of atom types p and q arc stored 
in Atom Coefficient RAM in a G-cilip before starting the calculation. One G-chip can 
ca.lculate forces for 1024 pa.iJ·s of atom types, i.e., each G-chip can calculate all the pair. 
of atom types, when number of atom types is less than or equal to 32. You cau handle a 
larger number of atom types than 32, if G-cbips are divided into several groups for different 
sets of atom types of force-receiving particles. 

A C~chip also can calcu late potential of particles from particles in its potential rnodc as: 

(3. ) 

A G-pipeline calculates and accumulates potentials of 6 force- receiving particles frorn a 
force-exerting particle in every six clock cycles. 

The calculation speed of a G-cbip cor responds to about (55 x 2+27 X 2) x 100 x 106 = 16.4 
G'flops, because two pipelines are used for real part of Coulomb force, two pipelines are 
used for van der Waals force, and the clock cycle of a G-chip is l 00 MHz. Here, the 
author evaluates the number of Aoating point operations for calculating and accumulaling 
J:J of real part of CouJomb force as 55, and that for van der Waals force as 27. Where 
he assumes that divide operation is equivalent to five floating-point operations and square 
root, exponential, and complementary error function are equivalent to ten floating-point 
operations. 

Design of a G-chip is now io the (i.nal stage and engin eering sample chips will be shipped 
in the third quarter of 1998. The number of gates in a G-cbip is about one million . 

3.1.2 ~~~-2 

WINE-2 bas a hierarchical structure with three-levels, i.e., W-clust r, W-board, and W
cbip. WI E-2 is composed of N..,c1 W-clusters (figure 3.3). Each W-cluster is connected to 
a node computer through a link and has N..,~x~ W-boards. Each W-board bas N..,cp WlNE-2 
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van dcr 
Coulomb Waals 

G-pipeline 

t. (at,ar,) -f------------, 

cr (at,.a t) >__.__........-,....,. 

r; ------

32-bit 
noai og-poinl 

64-bit 
noaing-poinl 

Figure 3.7: Block diagram of G-pipelioe 

40-bit 
fi xed-point 

chips (hereafter, W-chips; fi gure 3.8). T he author wi ll adapt N.,ct = 3 and Nwbd = 8 in 
discussions in s·cti.on 6.2, and be plans to put 16 (= N.,cp) W-chips on a W-board and 
adapt PC! bus (64-bit wide and 33 MH z clock frequency) as a link. 

W-cluster 

W-boards and an interface board in t heW-cluster are connected with each other by a bus, 
which is the same bus as that of G-cluster. 

W-board 

A W-board calculates S'n and C,. (equations 2.15 and 2.16) in DFT (Discrete Fourier 
Transform ) mode and F,(wn) in IDFT (Inverse Discrete Fourier 'Il·ansform) mode. lt has 
64Nwcp virtu al pipel ines for DFT and IDFT. 

To OFT mode, a W-board calculates S,. and Cn for 64Nwcp different wavenumber vectors 
(k,.): 

]?'nCJX 

S't L q1 sin (27rk1 · f'i ), 
j = l 
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link 

W-cluster 

W-board I 

,-- Q ·· .. :II.,,, 
1-. II::::::J m9} O 

c::J ....... .-: c:j 
~interface~ 

board 
-----1 W-board 2 

~ W-board N,.,,, 

Figure 3.8: Structure of a W-cluster 

Jm= 

= L q1 cos(27rk1 ·G), 
;=i 

;max 

= L q1 sin(27rk2 i'j), 
j=l 

Jm= 

= L q, cos(21rk2 . r1 ), 

;=l 

11na-z: 

S64lvw., = L q, sin (21fk64Nwop . r,), 
j=l 

jma:r. 

C64Nw,, = L q1 cos(27rk64Nw,. · f, ), 
J=l 

21 

I 

(3.9) 

where jmax is the number of particles for summation. A W-board calculates one summa
t ion in Sn and C,. on 64N..,cp different wavenumber vectors in every eight internal clock 
cycles of a W-cb.ip. 1t takes 8 twp•p•jmax to calculate equation (3.9), where t'"P"P" is t he 
cycle time of internal clock of a W-cllip. 

In IDFT mode, a W-board calculates [. for 64N.,cp difreren t force- receiv ing particles as: 

!~ 
Nw./2 

L [c2n-l sin(27rkzn-J ·it+ 192n-t) · kz, -1 
n=l 
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,vw. /2 

h L [ C2n - l sii1 {2ffkz,.- t · 1"'2 + iJ2n-tl · k2n- l 

(3.10) 

Nw. / 2 

L [c2n- l sin(27rk2n-t · i'64N•·<• + 11z,. _t) · k2,.-1 
n::: l 

where tTl is written a.s: 
(3.11) 

A W-board calculates one summation in [.on different 64Nwcp particles every eight ioternal 
clock cycles of a W-chip. It takes 4 t,.p,peNwv to calculate equat ion (3.10). A host computer 
calculates the wavenumber-spare part of Coulomb force, F,(wn), as: 

- q; -
F,(wn) = - L 3 J;. 

7rt:o 
(3.12) 

A W-hoarcl is compos cl of Nwcp W-chips, Interface logic , Particle index counter , 
and Particle memory (llgure 3.9). Interface logic comm unicates with a W-board and 
thf' interface board in a W-duster. 

In DPT mode, Particle index counter counts t he particle index, j , from 1 to Jmax, 
and its output becomes the address of Parti cle memory. Particle memory stores posi
tional coordinates U'J ) and charges (qi) of particles, and t hese data are supplied to aU the 
W-chips on a W-board in every eight internal clock cycles of a W-chip. 

In IDPT mode, Parti cle index counter counts tbe wavenumber index, n, from 1 to 
N,../2, and it s output becomes tbe address of Particle memory . Particle memory stores 
wavenumber vectors (k2n-t) and fo u1· variab les (nzn- 1> a2,., l12n-l and l12,.) of wavenumbers, 
and thes data arc supplied to a ll tbe W -chips on a W-board every eight internal clock 

cycles of a W-cbip. 

W-chip 

A W-chip ha.s eight W-pipelines for OPT or lOFT , Controller , and Interface (figure 
3.10). A W-chip performs one summation in Sn and Cn of 64 different wavenumber vectors 
every eight internal clock cycle in DFT mode and one summation in ]; of 64 different 
particles every eight internal clock cycle in IDPT mode. It uses eight virtual multiple 
pipelines. The cycle time of the in ernal clock of a W-cbip, t'"l"P•• is 12.5 usee. Tbe author 
presents t he design policy of W-cb ip is sect ion 3.2.2, and the detailed description of a W
chip in chaplet 4. Here, he describes the minimal description of WJ E-2 chip (W-c:h ip) to 
und rsta.nd W1 NE-2. 

A W-pipeline cal.culates sin (x) and cos(x) by t he second polynomial interpolation. Co
efficients of the polynomials are stored in a ROM in a W-pipeline. The ROM has 12 sets 
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of coeffici ents corresponding to the value of input ~·. The relat ive acc uracy of this second 

poly nomial interpolation is aboo 10- 4..5 . 

In DFT mode, a W-pipeline performs discrete Fourier transformation on eight different 
W<lvt>nurnbe.r vectors from one )-particle and accumulates them in every eight clock cycles. 
Figure 3.11 shows th e block diagram of a W-pipeline in DFT mode. The pipeline calculates 
inner prod ucl of vectors T, and k", and tb en evaluates sine and cosine of them. It multipLies 
the resu lts tu q

1
, and accumulates the products to ge Sn +C, and Sn -C,. A host computer 

calculates 8,. and C,. from S'n+C, and S,-Cn· In DFT mode, 64 wavenumber vectors (kn) 
are loaded to a W-chip before starting 1 br ccJculation. Particle Memory on a W-board 
supplies positions (f",) and charges (qj) of particles to W-cbips in every eight internal clock 

cycles of a W-chip. 
In 1OFT mode , a W-pipeline performs inverse discrete Fourier transformation on eight 

different particles from Lwo wavenumber vectors and accumulate them in ·very eight clock 
cyc les. Fi gure 3.12 shows the block diagram of a W-pipeline in lDPT mode . The pipeLine 
calculates two inner prod ucts kzn -1 · f , and k2,. · ~. then adds them to Ozn-1 and fJ2,., 
and finally evaluates the value of sine function, respectively. Here, the author arranges 
th e order of wavenumber vectors so that k2n are diEl'erent from kz,. - l only in the sign 
of the z-romponents of Lbem. Th pipeline multiplies the results to a2n- l and a2n, and 
obtains their surn, s, and their difl'erence, d, of the Lwo products. The pipeline calculates 
s x k2n- 1,, s x kz,. 1,, and d x kzn-l, and accumulales them to get / i,z. f ,,y, and / ;,, . 
lu IDFT mode, positional coordinates of 64 particles ('r';) are load ed to a W -chip before 
s arting the calculation. Pan:icle Memory on a W-board supplies wavenumber vectors 
(kz,_

1
) , coefficients (a2,. _ J and a2,.), and phaSe sh ifts (lizn-l and 02n) toW-chips in every 

eight internal clock cy les of a W-chip. 
Fixed-point format. is used in a ll Lbe arithmetic calculations in a W-chip. The relative 

accu racy of .F,(wn) is about .10- 4·5 , which is accurate enough for MD simulations. Re
searchers usually truncate the accumulat ion of Ewald method at the relative erro r of w-3 

Lo w-5. l.n actual case , F,(wn) is several t imes smaller than F;( re). The error in F;(wn) is 

srnall er than either that of F,(re) and the truncation error of Ewald sum. 
The calculation speed of a. W-chip corresponds to about 30 x 8 X 80 x 106 = 19.2 Gflops 

in OFT mode, and 37 x 8 x 80 x 106 = 23.7 Gfiops in rDFT mode. Here, the author 
assumes that sine and cosine operations are equivalent to Len floating-point operations, 

and the clock cycle of a W-cbip is 80 MHz. 
Design of a W-chip has already :finished and several engineering samples will be sh ipped 

in tb~ first quarter of 199 . The size of a W-cb ip is about 300 I< gates. It will be developed 
by 0. 5 p.m technology by LS I Logic I<. K. It will be operated by 3.3 V and consume about 

7 W per chip. 

3.2 Chip Design 

The author designed MDGRAP8-2 and WINE-2 chips . Before the chip deign , he reviewed 
MD-GRAPE (Fu kushige et a.l. 1996) , and found that the accuracy in MD-GRAPE is too 

3.2. CHIP DESIGN 

Pipeline of WINE-2 chip in DFf mode 

Function . (2 nx) 
x Evaluation srn 

Function 
' Evatuationcos(2" ') 

~ --~--------------~ 

Figure 3.11: Block diagram ofW-pipcline in DFT mode 

Pipe]jne of WINE-2 chip in IDFT mode 

kxr ,1+ k .1 r ;;+ k : r, .:+ 9 2n l 

Function . 
x Evaluation 5 '"(2" x) 

Figure 3.12: Block diagram of W-pipeline in JDFT mode 
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Ta ble 3.1: Data [nput to MD-GRAPE chip 

real-space part van der Waals OFT IDFT 

I pori of Coulomb 

c qJ c;( at, at1 ) q] ac,<r~ or ii.s,n 

a2 L-2 cr( at ., at1 ) - 2 

r f; rJ ~ kn 

high hy three orders of magnitude in the calculation of wavenumber space. The author 
determined Lbe least digits in every arithmetic units in the pipeline for achieving necessary 
accuracy based on the detailed error analysis in the calculat ion of wavenumber-space. As 
a result , a WINE-2 chip bas eight times more pipelines ( pipelines) and 2.3 times higher 
( 0 Mllz) clock frequency than an MD-GRAPE chip (1 pipeline and 35 MHz) with almost 
the same number of transistors and the same design rule. 

As for MDCRAPE-2 chip, the author packed four pipelines, which are almost the same 
pipeline as MD-G IW)E chip, into a chip, and omitted ihe function for wavenumber-space 
calcula.tion. Furthermore, he put Atom Coefficient RAM insid e of a chip to improve the 
efl1ci ency of pipelines in the massively parallelized ca.se. The Atom Coefficient RAM stores 
the coeflicients [a( at ., al 

1
) and ~::( at . ., at1 ) in equation 2.7] of van der Waals force. 

In this section, the author first reviews MD-GRAPE (section 3.2.1) , and then presents 
the design policy of WlNE-2 and MDGRAPE-2 chips. 

3.2.1 Structure of MD-GRAPE 

MD-GRAPE (F'ukusltige et al. 1996) is a special-purpose computer for non-bonding calcula
tion, such as van der Waals force , real-space part of Coulomb force , and wavenumber-space 

part of Coulomb force. 
The st ructure of MD-GRAPE board is shown in figure 3.13. It is composed of four MD

GRAPE chips, Cell index counter , Cell memory , Particle index counter , Particl e 
memory , Atom Coefficient RAM, Neighbor List R.AM , and Interface logic. In the calcula
tion of the real-space part of Coulomb force or van der Waals force , cell-index method are 

used . 
An MD-GRAPE chip not. only calculates arbit rary central forces but also performs dis

crete Fourier transform (OFT) or inverse OFT (lDFT). Figure 3.14 shows the block diagram 
of MD-GRAPE chip . An MD-GRAPE chip bas three modes: FORCE mode, DFT mode, 
and !OFT mode, a.s described in the following three part. Furthermore, in the last part, the 
author describes the ·'\,irtual multiple pipeline" architecture (Makino et a!. 1993), which 
reduces tbe bandwidth from memory chips during the force calculation. 

3.2 CHIP DESIGN 

MD-GRAPE board 

Figure 3.13: Block diagram of MD-GRAPE board. 
Coefficient RAJ>! is shared by four MD-GRAPg ch ips. 

MD-GRAPE Chip 

" Control Unit I 
I 

~ \'30 der 
Coulomb Waals OFT IDFr l 

·c: q, E (at,,ar; ) 

~ ::> -
:; a2

L
1 a(at,. m1)"

1 q, a <' llora.s." Pipeline 
a. 

:::a:: .s - - -
1...-. r, r, rJ k, 

Atom 

~ 

Figure 3.14: Block diagram of MD-CRAPE chip . G-port and r-port 
is used to load data to a pipeline as shown in tabl e 3.1. 
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FORCE mode 

In FORC E lllod t-, an MD-GRA.PE chip calculates forces: 

(3J3) 

Pigurl' 3.15 shows t.he block diagram of t.he pipeline of an MD-GRAPE chip in FORCE 
mode. Real-space part of Coulomb force, F ,( re), is calculated as: 

wber ' 

g(x) 
2 exp( -x) erfc( JX) +---.Jiix x3/2 ' 

(iL- 2 , 

qJ. 

On t he other band , van der Waals force, F,(vdW) , is calcu lated as: 

where 

g(x) 

ff,(vdW) = [. , 

2 -7 - 4 x -x , 

a(at"at1 ) -
2

, 

£(at., atj ). 

(3.14) 

(3 .15) 

(3.16) 

(3 .17) 

(3.18) 

( 3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Coeffi cien ts, a(ai.,at,J-2 a.nd o(at.,at j), for van der Waals force are supplied by Atom 
Coefficient RAM on t.he MD-GRAPE board (figure 3.13). Note that all fou r pipelines on 
an MD-GRAPE board use t.he same coeffi cients. 

DFT mode 

In DFT mode, an MD-GRAPE chip performs OFT: 

N 

S~ L q1 sin(2-n);n · .,~ ), 
;=I 

N 

C,. = L q1 cos(21lkn · fj). 
; =1 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Figure 3.16 shows t.he block diagram of l he pipeline of an MD-GRAPE chip in DFT mode. 
Here, an MD-GRAPE chip takes 2N N.,. clock cycles in total for calculati ng Nwv pairs of 

'n and c" as shown in table 3.2. 

3.2. CHIP DESTGN 

van der 
Coulomb Waals 

Pipeline of MD-GRAPE chip in FORCE mode 

qJ E (at, .a11) -t-b"-"-----------, 

r/ L 2 cr (al, .at/ )"1. I ..• , _ ~--

r; ------

32-bit 
noaing-point 

80-bil ---- 40-bit 
fixed-point fixed-point 

Figure 3.15: Block diagram of MD-GRAPE pipeline in FORCE 
mode. An MD-G RAPE pipeline has on ly one Fuodioo Evaluator. 

Pipeline of MD-GRAPE chip in OFf mode 

32-bil 
floaing-point 

sin(2rr.<) 
x Function "' 

Evaluator cos(2rrx ) 

80-bil 
fixed-point 

Figure 3.16: Block d iagram of MD-GRAPE pi peline in OFT mode 
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Pipeline of MD-GRAPE chip in lOFT mode 

. s1n(2nx) 
FunctiOn 
Evaluator cos(~" .q 

~-P.><}---:::e:~j:;~::j,:,JJ 

" '·" ___ji-------+--Pl29---:~:-';;!· ~--:~'j-:_;~::/:.:J 
a':. :::e:~:;::~::j:;J 

32-bit 
noaing-point 

80-bit 
fixed-point 

Figure 3.17: Block diagram of MD-GR.APE pipeline in JDFT mode 

IDFT mode 

In lDFT mode, an MD-GRAPE chip performs IDFT: 

!: .. 
Nw., 

L iic,» sin(27rk, · r:), 
n==-1 
N-wv 

t: .. 2.::.: a,,, cos(27rk,. i;_). 
n = l 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

It takes 2N N,.,v clock cycleti in total for calculating N pairs of 1: .. and 1: .. as shown in table 

3.2. H re , a,,,, a.nd iic,n arc calculated by: 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Figure 3.17 shows the block diagram of the pip~ine of an MD-GRAPE c.bip in IDFf' mode. 
Wavenumber-space part of Cou lomb force, F,(wn), is calculated from J, ,, and !c,• as: 

- q, - -
F,(wn) = -----rJ(Jc,i - J,_,). 

1fE:ou 
(3.2 ) 
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Virtual mult ip le pipeline 

MD-GRAPE chip has '·virtual multiple pipeline" (VMP) architecture (Malcino et al. 1993). 
which reduces the bandwidth to supply necessary data to a ('hip during the force ca.lculatiou . 
In this architecture, one pipeline acts as if there were many pip<"lines operating a a slower 
speed. ~ MD-GRAPE chip has six VMPs and calculates forces exerl ed on six particle , 
J, ... , f,+S, simultaneously. Th(' partial forces [.1 are evaluated in the following order: 

f~1 ~~I f;1,l4.1, j~J,/~J./~2, h2- .r32· .f-..2.!~2• ~~2> ... 

One interaction is evaluated in each clock cycle. An MD-GRAPE ch ip calculatt>s the forces 
at six different posit ions using the same position vector,~' and 'ocflicicnts, a,1 and b,1 . 

Therefore, one position vector and two coefficients ar<' supplied to an MD-GRAPE chip 
during six dock cycles. 

3.2.2 Design policy of chips 

The author designed a WINE-2 and an MDGRAPE-2 chips to ach ieve a bigller , at least, 
by a factor of teo, compared with an MD-GRAPE chip . A WlNE-2 chip calculates 
wavenumber-space part of Coulomb force, a.nd is 50 limes faster than an MD- :RAPE 
chip in DFT / lDFT mode (table 3.2). An MDGRAPE-2 chip calculates real-space part of 
Coulomb force and van der Waals force, and is 12 times faster than au MD-GRAPE chip 
in FORCE mode (table 3.3). l n he following subsections, the author describes the design 
policy of a WINE-2 chip and an MDGRAPE-2 chip. 

Design policy of WINE-2 chip 

The design policy of WINE-2 chip is to pursue th highest performance by cuttiug of!' the 
accuracy. The author performed the detailed error analysis and determined the least d igits 
in a ri t hmetic uni ts for achieving necessary accuracy. As a. result , he achieved 50 times speed 
up from an MD-GRAPE chip by cutting off the unnecessary accuracy for the wavenumber
space part of calculation. Table 3.2 compares a VVINE-2 chip with au MD-GRAPE ch ip in 
DFT/IDFT mode. The detailed descriptions of a WINE-2 chip is presented in the chapter 
4. The speed up is achieved by t be following [our changes. 

1. More pipelines in a chip 
A WINE-2 chip has eight pi pelines, while an MD-GRAPE chip has one pipeline. This 
number of pipelines can be ach ieved by cutting oif the accuracy in the force calcu lation 
as follows. Researchers of molecular dynamics simulations control the a.ccu racy of 
force ca.lculaLion so that the total energy conserve within a relative variance less than 
10- 2·5 ~ 10- 3.s. An M D-GRAPE chip has a relative accuracy of 1 o-7 , which is, by far , 
higher than necessary in wavenumber-space part of calcu lation. The author reduced 
the accuracy of the arithmetic units in a WlNE-2 chip to ach ieve a net relative 
accuracy of 10- 1 ·5 , which ensures us to achieve relative accuracy of JQ- 3·5 in total 
energy. This reduction in an accuracy of the arithmetic units leads t he reduc t: ion of 
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Table 3 2· Comparison of W1NE 2 chip and MD-GRAPE chip in DFT/IDPT mode ... . -
MD-GRAPE chip WlNE-2 chip 

(DF'T/IDFT mode) 

number of transis tors 1.2 M 1M 

design rule 0.-5Jl.m 0.6~Lm 

number of pipelines 8 1 

clock fTequenry 80 MT-Iz. 35 MHz 

total number of clock cycles 
for DFT calculation NN.,, 2NN.,. 

with one pipeline 
t.ota.l number of clock cycles 

for rDFT calculation NN.,./2 2NN.,. 

with one pipe line 

speed up 
II 50 -8x~x 2NN, - :JS NN.,,+NNw./2 

the transi tors for a pipeline compared with that fan MD-GRAPE chip by a f<tclor 
of ten. The error <tnalys is of <tn WINE-2 chip are described in section 4.4 in detail. 

2. lligher frequency of pipeline 
A WI NE-2 ch ip is operated by a 2.3 tirnes higher clock [requency (80 MHz) than 
an MD-GRAPE chip (35 MHz) in DFT/ IDFT mode. This can be realized by the 
r duction o[ the accuracy as described above. 

3. Phase shifter 
A WIN E-2 chip adds a phase shift , IJ, unlike an MD-GRAPE chip, before a Function 
Evaluation Unit of the pipeline in lDFT mode (figure 4.3). As a result , the pipeline 
of a WTNE-2 chip needs only one sine evaluation in one accumulation in the equation 
(2.12), while bat of an MD-GRAPE chip needs to perform two function evaluat ions 

(one sine evaluation aod one cosine evaluation) in one accumulation to get 1: .. and 

-~•' [compare equation (2.12) witb equations (3.24) and ( 3.25 )] . 

4. Two function evaluators 
The number of func ion evaluators is increased to two in a WINE-2 chip from one 
in an MD-GRAPE ch ip per pipeline. Jn DFT mode, the pipeline of a WINE--2 chip 
calculates eq uations (3 .22) and (3.23) concurrently, wh.ile that of an MD-GRAPE 
chip sequentially. As a result , the DF'T calculation of a pipelin of a WINE-2 chip is 
twice faster than that of an MD-GRAPE chip per clock cycle . 

In lDFT mode, be pipeline of a WTNE-2 chip performs two summation in equation 
(2. 12) concurrently in one clock cycle [see equat ion (4.6)], while that of an MD-
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Table 3.3· Comparison of MDGRAPE 2 chip and l\ID G R/\ PE chip in FORCE n1ode ' - -

number of tmnsistors 
design rul" 

number of pipelines 
clock frequency 

Atom Coefficient RAM 

speed up 

tvlDGR.APE-2 ch ip 

4M 
0 . 25~tm 

4 
100 MHz 

inside of a chip 

12 
=4 X !00 ·m 

!v!D-GRAPE chip 
(FORCE mode) 

1M 
0.6J1.m 

l 
35 lvli-Tz 

outside of a chip 

GRAPE chip performs one sumrnaLion per clock cycle. As a result, combining t lH' 
arceleration by t he phase shifter described above, the IDFT calcu lation of a pipeline 
of a WlNE--2 chip is four times faster than that of an IVID-GRAPE chip per clo k 
cycle. 

Design policy of MDGRAPE-2 chip 

The design policy of MDG.RAPE-2 ch ip is to enhance performance without major changes 
in pipelines from MD-GRAPE chip using advanced technology. The author reviewed the 
micro electronics technology and determined to use four times larger number of transistors 
and 2.5 times narrower design rule for MDGRAPE-2 chip . As a res ult , an M DGR.APE-2 
ch ip is 12 times fas~er than an MD-GRAPE chip for real-space part of calcu lation. Table 
3.3 compares an MDGRAPE-2 chip with an MD-GRAPE chip in FORCE mode. The 
detailed descriptions of an MDGRAPE-2 chip is presented in the chapter 5. 'I'he speed up 
is achieved by the following three changes. 

1. More pipelines in a chip 
An MDGRAPE-2 chip bas four pipelines, while a n M D-GR.APE chip bas on e pipeline 
in FORCE mode. This number of pipeli.nes can be achieved by the advanced design 
rule (0.25 J.Lm) compared with that of an MD-GRAPE chip (0.6 Jl.m) . 

2. Higher frequency of pipeline 
An MDGRAPE-2 chip can be operated by three times higher clock freq uency ( 100 
MHz) than an MD-GRAPE chip (35 MHz) in FORCE mode. This also can be reali2.ecl 
by the advanced design rule described above. 

3. Atom coefficient RAM in a chip 
The author pul Atom Coefficient RAM (hereafter ACH.AM ) into an MDGR.APE-2 
chip , while MD-GRAPE has it outside of a chip (on the board) . This ensures a. b.igh 
efficiency of calcu lation of pipelines in the calculation of van cler Waals forces . 
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Table 3.4: Four cases of set up of ACR.A..M 

case A B c D 

cfli ciency 92% 88% 62% Jl % 

number of inpu t pins for ru s ~ 256 64 64 

coefficients for van der Waals 
number of ACR.AMs on one board 0 40 10 1 

(outside of chips) 
ACR.AM is inside or inside outside outside outs ide 

outsid e of a chip 
one ACR.AM in a chip per pipeline per chip per board .. . tndt ces (o btts) of atom type are loaded 

Figure 3.19 shows the expected efficiency of pipelines as a funct ion of the number , 
No•·•=> of virtual multiple pipelines (VMPs) that share one ACR.AM for the case of 
a protein atom with 13,620 atoms. Pigu.re 3.18 shows the number of atoms for each 
atom type' for this protein . Here, he assumed that the number of atoms in a cell is 
580, which is the case of MDM with a million atoms (see Ncell in table 6.3). 

The author cornpared four cases .for different set up of ACR.AM (see table 3.4). Here, 
he assumed that a board bas ten chips, a chip bas four pipelines, one pipeline has 6 
VMPs, and the coefficients for van der Waals are loaded at 1/6 clock frequency of 
the internal clock cycle. 

P'rom figure 3.19, the effi ciency of tb<> pipeline becomes lower (62% and 11 %) in the 
cases C and D , respectively. The number of ACH.AMs and the input pins for a chip 
become inhibi tab ly larger in the case B, which makes the cost for chips and boards 
higher. The author concluded from th e above discussion that an MDGR.APE-2 chip 
should have A RAM inside of a chip. in this case, the efficiency of the pipeline is 
92%, which is high enough. 

He determined the size of ACRAM so that any pair of coefficients for 32 atom-types 
of particles may be stored in the RAM . The protein studied in the figme 3.18 bas the 
atoms with 26 atom types. He also studied other two proteins, which has 2,041 and 
3,45 atoms, and found that they also have 26 atom types. Therefore, he concluded 
that 32 atom-types are suffi cient for molecular dynamics simu.lations with proteins 
and water molecules. You can handle even a larger number of atom types than 32, 
if tv!DGR.APE-2 chips are divided into several groups for di:ffe.rent sets of atom types 
of force-receiving particles. In such a case, however, the efficiency of pipeline could 
be lower. 
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Figure 3.18: Number of atoms is plotted against the index of a.tom 
type for the case of a protein atom with 13 ,620 atoms. 

Efficiency of pipeline for van der Waals calculation 
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Figure 3.19: Efficiency of pipelines is plotted against the number, 
Naro= , of VMPs per Atom Coefficient RAM. A, B, C and 0 de
notes four cases shown in tab le 3.4. 
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Chapter 4 

Detailed Description of WINE-2 
Chip 

A WlNE-2 chip is a data-flow-type numerical-processor LSl tb at is specia ll y dedicated for 
wavenumber-space paJ·t of Coulomb interaction in Ewald method. 

4.1 General Specification 

The wavenum ber-space pan of Coulom b forces in Ewald metbocl is calculaJ,ed by t he equa
tion: 

F; (wn) q, " k ( 2 2 2/ 2) "'2£3 ~ k2 exp -1r L k a 
7rco ,; 

[
sin (27rk · fi) L q1 cos(27rk · 1'j) 

J 

(4 .1 ) 

- cos(27rk · f;) ~ q;sin(27rk · fj)] , 
where 1"'; is the positional coordinate of particle i , k i the wavenumber vector , q, is the 
electrostat ic charge of particle i , and L is the length of a side of the computat ional box, t:o 
is t he dielectric constant in vacuum , a: is a parameter to adjust the computational cost for 
real and wavenumber part of the Coulomb force calculation. 

A WINE-2 chip calculates this equation by the following two steps. To the first step , a 
WlNE-2 chip calculates Sn and C" as: 

N 

L q;sin(21rk,. · fj), 
i=l 

N 

L q1 cos(27rkn · fj ). 
J : l 

37 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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Then, a hos com puter cakulates c., and(}., from S'n and Cn as: 

(4 .4 ) 

(4.5) 

In the second step, a WINE-2 chip calcu lates[, as: 

t: = 
Nw. /2 

L [c2n-1 sin(27rkzn -l · fi + Bzn -d· k2n-l 
n=l 

(4.6) 

where Nu,v is the the num ber of wavenumber vectors to be taken into account . Then, a 
host comput.er calculates the wavenumber-space part of Coulomb force, F;(wn) , from f, as: 

- q, -
P,(wn) = -

2 
, 3 /;. 

'lf£Q..Li 
(4.7) 

A WlNE-2 chip performs Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in the 6rst step (equa.tions 
4.2 and 4.3), and Inverse DF'T (TDFT) in the second step (equation 4.6). 

4.1.1 Clock cycle 

A W INE-2 chip operates at a clock cycle higher t han 80MHz. 

4.1.2 Numerical expression 

A WlNE-2 chip uses two 's complement format in mathematical operations. 

4 .2 Structure 

A WINE-2 chip is composed of eight Pipelines, one Controller, and one Interface as shown 
in figure 4. L. It has a virtual multiple pipelines (VMP) architecture in wh ich eight different 
calculations are performed in every eight internal clock cycles (one VMP cycle). A pipeline 
looks like eight pipelines wi th an eight times slower clock cycle. 

A Pipelio has two modes, those are DFT and IDFT modes. In DFT mode, a Pipeline 
performs discrete Fourier ransformation on eight different wavenumber vectors from one 
j-particle and accumulates them in every VMP cycle (eight internal clock cycles) . Figure 
4.2 shows the block diagram of a pipeline in DFT mode. The pipeline calculates in ner 
product of vectors i

1 
and k,., and th en evaluates sine and cosine of them. It multiplies the 

resu lts to <IJ, and accu mulate. lht> products 1.o get S, + C,. and Sn- C,.. A host computer 

4.2. STRUCTURE 

ABUS >-+-_.--.! 

DBUS )+_;,
4
::..
2 -IJ-1 

CD 
() 

<1:1 
't: 
CD c 

WINE-2 chip 

296 

dOUl 

I I 

I I 

eline 8 

37 

pout1 
37 

pout2 

pout.] 

3/ 

pours 

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of WINE-2 chip 

Pipeline ofWINE-2 chip in DFT mode 

x Function sin(2 !tx) 
Evaluation 

Function (2nx ) 
x Evaluationcos 

~ --.--------------4 

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of Pipeline in DF'T mode 
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Pipeline of WINE-2 chip in IDFT mode 

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of Pipeline in IDFT mode 

4.2. STRUCTURE 41 

calcu lates S. and C, from Sn + Cn and Sn- C,. ln OFT mode, M wavenumbPr vectors 
(i;;n) are loaded to a WINE-2 chip before starting the cakulati n. 

In IDFT mode, a pipeline performs inverse discrete Fourier transformation on eight 
different particles from t,wo wavenumber vectors and accnmulate them in every \ 'MP cycle 
(eight internal clock cycles). Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram of a pipelj nc in lDFT 
mode. A pipeline calculates two inner products k2n 1 · i., and k2n · i, then adds them 
to 02, _ 1 and lh,., and finally evaluates the value of sine funct.ioo, rospectively. Here. the 
author arranges the order of wavenumber vectors so that k2n are difl'erent from k2n-t ouly 
in the sign of the z-components of them. The pipeline multiplies the resu lts to Czn - 1 and 
c2n, and obtains tbeiT sum, s, and their dilference, d, of the two products. Tb" pipeline 
calculates s x k2, - 1,, s x k2, _ 1,, and d x k2, _ 1, and accumulates them to get. J,,r, J, ,y, and 
[,_,. l n JDFT mode, positional coordinates of 64 particles (T;) are loaded to a WJNE-2 chip 
before starting the calculation. 

Controller controls the multiplexers and registers in ~he chip. Interface recei,re · positions 
(r1 ) and charges (%) ol' .i-par~icles from DBUS and ABUS in OFT mode, and wavenumber 
vector (k2n- d , coeflicients (c2n-1 and c2,), and phase-shif~s (lh, -L and Oz,) from DBUS and 
ABUS .in lOFT mode. These data are stored in registers and kept in the next ight. clock 
cycles. Interface also out. puts the results of OFT or lOFT. 

4 .2.1 Pipeline 

A pipeline is composed of one Data Selector Un it , one loner Produ t Unit, two Function 
Evaluator Units, and one Accumulator Unit as shown in figure 4.4. A Data Select.or Unit 
selects the data for an Inner Product Unit. An Inner Produ t Unit calcu lates inner product 
of k,. and i'j, and adds the result to the phase shift from T oterface. A Function Evaluator 
Unit calculates sine function of the result of the Inner P roduct Unit. An Accumulator 
Uoit multiplies th oefftcients c1 and c2 from the Interface to the output of the Function 
Evaluator Units, and accumuLates the products. 

Data Selector U ni t 

A Data Selector Unit selects the data for an Inner Produ t Unit according t.o the mode signal 
from Controller (see table 4.1). It is composed of three 8-word 21-bit RJ\Ms ( W2lR.AXI , 
8W21RAY! and 8W21R.AZI), two multiplexers (21MXKN and 63MXR.J) as shown in figure 
4.5. A multiplexer (21MXKN) selects kn from Interface in OFT mode, whi le it selects k; 
from 8W21RAXI in IDFT mode. A multip lexer (63MXRJ ) selects i, from Interface in 
DFT mode, while it selects i'i from 8W21RAX1, 8W21RAY1 and 8W2lRAZT. These two 
multiplexers are controlled by a ( rnode) signal from Controller. 

Inner Product U ni t 

An Inner Product Unit calculates inner product of a pos i ~ion of a particle (1"') and a 
wavenumber vector (k) and adds ~he resu lt to tbe phase-shifts (01 and Oz) from Jn~er
face . An Inne r Product Unit is composed of three 7-bit, x 21 -bit mu ltipliers (72llMXl, 
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Pipeline 

" 

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of Pipeline 

Table 4.1: Function of Data Selector Unit 

mode II OFT I IDFT I 
mode signal 0 l 

21MXKN k, kn 
63MXRJ Tj f, 
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Data Selector Unit 
21 

ll 

21MXKN 

6l 

63MXRJ 

) : 
~--1--- ------ - --- -- ------- ---------- -- ----------· 

Figure 4.5: Block diagram of Data Selector Unit 

72 lTMYI and 721DviZI) , four 21-bit adders (:2 11A XY, 21 !AZT, 2lfA P l and 21 1AP2), one 
17-bit adder (17IAP4), one 21-bit subtracter (2llSZT), and one multiplexer (!7MXP2) 

Three multipliers (721IMXI, 721IMYI and 7211MZI) and threE' adders (2 liAXY, 2111\ZT 
and 211AP1) calculate ¢ 1 (= k.r. + kyry + k,r, +01 ) in both of OFT and IDFT modes. In 
DFT mode, 01 is set zero fTom outside of a ch ip to calculate ¢1 ( = k,1·, + kyry + k,r, ). The 
function of the other part depends on the mode. In OFT mode, the other adder (l.7lAP4) 
calcu lates auotber outputs ¢2 (= ¢1 + l/4). In IDFT mode, a subtracter (211SZT) a nd an 
adder (211AP2) calculate ¢2 ( = k,1·, + kyry- k,1·, + 02 ). An .loner Product Unit outputs 
¢1 and ¢2 to two Function Evaluator Units , respectively. Note that overflows in this unit 
are ignored because periodic boundary condition is imposed. 

Function Evaluator Unit 

A Function Evaluator Unit evaluates the value of sine fun ction correspond ing to the valu.e 
of the input, ¢1 or ¢2, from an Inner Product Unit using the second-order interpolation: 

(4. ) 

where /:;.xis the difference from the center of expansion, and eo, e1 and e2 are the coeffic ients 
of t he polynomiaL 

A Function Evaluator Unit is composed of aS gmentation Part, a Polynomial Part , a nd 
a 16-bit sign inverter (16IRSN) as shown in fi gure 4.7. A Segmentat ion Part generales /:;.x, 
the address ( adr) of the ROMs, and a sign signal ( s~gn) from the 17 bits data, r/>, from 
an Interface (£gure 4.8). A Polynomial P art has one 32-word 8-bit ROM (32W8ROC2), 
one 32-word 12-bit ROM (32W 12ROC1 ), one 32-word 17-bit H,OM (32W l 7ROCO). two 
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Inner Product Unit 

. . 
~-1- - -- - - ---------- - --- - ------- - --- - - --- - - ------ - ---------- - - -- ----- --- ---- - ---- -- - -- - - -: 

Figure 4.6: Block diagram of Inner Product Unit 

mu ltip liers (88JMC2 and lOlliMCl), and two adders (12IACl and 17IACO) as shown in 
figu re 4.9 . 

The cocffi ients e0 , e1 , and e2 are stored i.n 32Wl7ROCO, 32Wl2ROC1 , and 32W17ROCO, 
respectively. A sign inverter (16IRSN) inverts t he sign of the output of Polynomial Part 
according to the signal (sign) from Segmentation Part . T he result (sin ¢) is outputted to 
Accumulator Un it . 

Accum ulator Unit 

An Accumulator Unit is composed of two 16-bi t x 18-bit multipliers (1618IMS1 and 
1618IMS2), three 7-bil X 20-bit multipliers (720IMFX, 720TMFY and 720IMFZ) , three 
37-bit adders (37IAFX, 371AFY and 37IAFZ), one 20-bit adder (201AS1), one 20-bit sub
tracter (20ISS2), three 7-bit multiplexers (7MXFX. 7MXFY and 7MXFZ) , one 37-bit 
multiplexer (37MXFP), and three 8-word 37-bit RAMs (8W37RAFX, 8W37RAFY and 
8W37RAFZ) . 

Two 16-bit X 18-bit multipliers (161 IM Sl and 16l 8IMS2) multiply two outputs from 
two Function Evaluator Units and t he coefficients , c1 and cz, respectively. The sum, s, 
and difference, d, of the two products are calculated by a 20-bi t adder (20IAS1) and a 
20 bit subtracter (20JSS2J , respectively. ln OFT mode, s and d are accumulated by two 
37-bit adders (371AFX and 37IAFZ). ln IDFT mode, three 7-bit multiplexers (7MXFX, 
7MXFY, and 7MXFZ) calculate kn-.s, kn,s and kn,d, respect ively, where kn, , k,., and k,., 

are the three components of k: supplied by In terface. Table 4.2 summarizes the function 
of Accumulator nit . 

4.2 STRUCTURE 

Function Evaluator Unit 

16 

161RSN 

Figure 4. 7: Block diagram of Function Evaluator Unit 

Segmentation Part 

J Pt I P2 II stgn. I adr 

0 0 0 P3 P1 XOR 512 
l 0 16- P3 {512- P4) XOR 512 

1 0 1 P3- 16 (P4 -512) XOR 512 
l 1 32- P3 (1024 - P4) XDR 512 

Figure 4. : The outputs (sign, ad1· and tl.x) of Segmentation Part 
are determined depending on the two most significant bits, p1 and 
P2 , of ¢ . XOR denotes exclusive OR. 

45 
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Polynomial Part 

Figure 4.9: Block diagram of Polynomial Part 

Table 4.2: Function of Accumulator Unit 

mode DFT IDFT 

sinl, sin2 sml, sin2 
input CI, C2 Ctl c2 

kn 
output of 201J\Sl (s) c1 sml + c2 sin2 
output of 201SS2 (d) c1 sinl - c2 sin2 

accumulation at 37IAFX s s k,., 
accumulation at 371AFY s S kn, 
accumulation at 37IAFZ d d k,., 

A 37-bit multiplexer (37MXFP) selects the output (pout) to Interface when one reads 

the results of accumu lation. 

4.2.2 Interface 

Interface bas seven flip-flops (63FFR.l , 21FFKN, 2H'FT1, 21FFT2, 21 FFC1 , 21FFC2 and 
37FFDO) and one multiplexer (8W37MXDO). In OFT mode, Interface keeps 7';, 81 and 
82 from ABUS and DBUS in a. VMP cycle, and outputs them to Pipelines (see table 4 .. 3). In 

IDFT mode, Interface keeps k,., 11 1 , 82 , c1 and c2 fTom ABUS and DBUS in a. VMP cycle, and 
outputs them to Pipelines (see tab le 4.3). Interface also outputs the results of accumulation 
in Pipelines to DBUS through 37-bit multiplexer (37MXDO) when both of DE pin and CS 

pin a.re active. 

4.2. STRUCTURE 

Accumulator Unit 

F'igure 4.10: Block diagram of Accumu lator Uni1 

Table 4.3: Input data for DFT and rDFT modes 

mode DFT IDFT 

phase in a VMP cycle• F s F s 
ABUS bit 0-8 of c1 bit 9-1 7 of c1 bit 0-8 of c1 bit 9-17 of c1 

bit 0-20 of DBUS ry, r · )r C2 (h 
bit 21-27 kJlt 

bit 21-41 of DBUS T · Jy lh bit 28-34 kTLJI el 
bit 35-41 k,_, 

•p and S denote the first and second half a VMP cycles. See figure 4.13. 
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4 .2.3 Controller 
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Interface 

63FFRJ 

21FFKN 

21FFT1 

21FFT2 

1BFFC1 

1BFFC2 

37FFDO 

Figure 4.ll: Block diagram of Interface 

d.Jta 

Controller has one 1-bit mode register (lRGMD ), which determine the mode of a chip 
(DF'T or JDFT mode). ft also controls the read and write operation of the chip. 

Controller 

Figure 4.12: Block diagram of Controller 

4.3. EXTERNAL INTERFACE 

int.ernal 
clock 

CLK 

BCLK 

, J. 'i ti 1
1
0 J 2 J, J <; 6 7

1 
(J I 2 \4 ~ (• 7, 0 I ., 1. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

VMP cycle 

/' H~ 
first half o£ second half of 

VMP cycle VMP cycle 

Figure 4.13: First and second half of MP cycles 

4 .3 External Interface 

4.3.1 External pins 

49 

Table 4.4 shows the pin assignments of a WINE-2 chip. ABUS bas 9 pins and DBUS has 42 
pins. When RUN pin is high , which indicates t hat the chip is in calculatioo , c1 is suppli d 
through ABUS in OFT and IDFT mod es, and r 1, , 1·1, , r j, and fh are supplied through DBUS 
in OFT mode, and kn, 01 , 02 and c2 in IDFT mode. These data are loaded in every eight 
internal clock cycles of a. chip. When RUN p in is low , which indicates that the chip is not in 
calculation , one can access through DBUS RAMs and registers , whose addresses are specified 
by the ABUS , in a chip. 

4 .3.2 Chip registers and RAMs 

An address map of the chip is shown in tables 4.5 and 4.6 when one writes data to a chip or 
reads data from a chip , respect.ively. Seven least significant bits of ABUS is used to specify 
the address of RAMs and registers in a chip. All the bits ( 42 bits) of DBUS are used to 
write data to a chip , wh ile 37 least sign ificant bits are used to read data from a chip. 

Note that one can write to or read from different RAMs with the same address but 
with the difrerent t iming of clock cycles. For example, when the address is specified as 03, 
one can read tbe thi rd word of 8W37RAFX in Pipeline 1 in the first half VMP cycle (0-3 
internal clock cycles) and t he seventh word of 8W37RAFX in Pipeline 1 in the second hal f 
of VMP cyc le ( 4-7 internal clock cycl s). Figure 4.13 shows a first and a second half VMP 
cycles. 
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Table 4.5: Address map of v lNE-2 chip (writ e) 

address bit phase in a registers, RAMs and control Bags 
(h ex) VMP cycle' name Pipeline word 

0-20 F 1 0 
00 s " Table 4.4 : External Pins 21-41 F 2 0 

I I/0 I description name 

Al3US[8:0] ln Address bus to access to the RAMs and registers in t he chi p. 
Data bus to supply c1 in DFT and lDFT modes. 

DBUS[~l:O] ln Data bus ~o access to t he RAMs and registers in the chip. 
Data bus to supply rj, , r 1,, r 1, and B1 

in DFT mode, and k,, 01, 02 and cz in .IDFT mode. 
Out Dai a bus to output results of accumulation 

(8W37RAPX , 8W37RAFY and 8W37RAFZ). 

s 4 
0-20 F 1 l 

01 s 5 
21-41 F 2 l 

s 5 
0-20 F 1 2 

02 s 6 
21-41 F 2 2 

s 6 
cs Jn Chip select signal. 

When i t is high, read/write access to the chip is permitted. 
0-20 F l 3 

03 s 7 
WE [n Write enable signal. 21-41 F 2 .3 

High is write and low is read. s 7 
OE In Output enable signal. 0-20 F 3 0 

When it is low , DBUS turns to be high impedance. 04 s 4 
RST In Reset signal . 21-41 F 4 0 

When it is high, 6 RAMs (8W21RAXJ , 8W21RAYl , 
8W21RAZI, 8W37RAFX, 8W37RAFY and W37RAFZ) 

s 8W21RAXl 4 
0-20 F 3 1 

and nne register (l RGMD) are cleared. 05 s 5 
CLK Tn Clock signal. 21-41 F 4 1 

Supply t he clock with half of the internal clock cycle. s 5 
BCLK ln Bus clock signal. ... 

Supply the clock signal for interfacing between the chip 0-20 F 7 3 
and other devices on the board, which has half frequency Of s 7 
of CLK signal. 21-41 F 8 3 

RUN ln Calculation signal. s 7 
While it is high , chip loads data from AB Sand DBUS, 
and performs accumulations. While it is low, writing 
to or reading from a chip is allowed. 

10-lf II 8W21RAYI I 

20-2f II 8W21RAZ1 I 
0-7 For S chip mode 

(Ox24:DFT mode, Oxll:IDFT mode) 
40 8 F and S clear all words of 8W37RAPX, 8W37RAF'Y , 

and 8W37RAFZ in any PipeiLoe 
(O:do nothing, 1:clear) 

•p and S denote first. and second half VMP cycles. See figure 4.13. 
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Table 4.6: Address map of WJNE-2 chip (read) 

address pbase in a regisLers , R AMs and control flags 
(hex) VMP cycle name Pipeline word 

00 F' 0 

s 4 

01 F l 
s J 5 

02 F 2 

s W37R.AFX 6 
03 F 3 

s 7 

04-07 2 

-·· ·-· 
lc-lf 8 

I 20-3f I II 8\I\137RAFY I I I 
40-5f ' II 8W37RAI·Z I 

4.3.3 Timing chart of the chip 

Write cycle 

Timing chart of 2n word write is show n in figure 4.14. On every BCLK cycle, address and 
daLa are given Lo the chip. Note that the addresses, A 0 ,A 1, .•• ,A2n, a,re not necessary to 
be coo Liguous. 

Read cycle 

Timing charL of 2n words read is shown in figure 4.15. The chip starts to reply Lhe inp ut 
address every BCLK cycle after a certain delay. Note tbaL the addresses, A0 , A t. .. . , Azn, 

are noL necessary to be contiguous . 

Ca lcuJation cycle 

Timing chart ef calculation of the chip is shown in figure 4. 16. In thi s figure, DFT mode is 
assumed. Ooe can freeze tbe caJculaLioo temporary, and restart the calculation . In figure 
4 . .1 6, the chip freezes the calculat ion after loading one set. of data from ABUS and DBUS , and 
resLarLs t he calculation a ft.er two cycle of BCLK . This control is done by RUN pin . 

4.3. EXTER. AL INTERFACE 

internal 
clock 

CLK 

BCLK 

RUN 

cs 

WE 

OE 

ABUS 

DBUS 

2n-word write cycle 
IJ s 6 7, 0 I 2 J, ~ .5 (j 1 

Figure 4.14: T iming chan o[ writing 2n words lo t he cb.ip. Tbr 
addresses Ao, A 1 , .•• , Az. , aJ·e not necessary to be contiguous. 
Note t lJ at RON and DE are low. 

i nternal 
clock 

CLK 

BCLK 

RUN 

cs 

WE 

OE 

ABUS 

DBUS 

2n-word read cycle 

Figure 4.15: Timing chart of reading 2n words from t he chip. The 
addresses, Ao , A1 , ., A2 •• are not necessary to be contiguous. 
Note t hat RUN and WE are low. 
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internal 
c lock 

CLK 

BCL]( 

RUN 

cs 

OE 

ABUS 

DBUS 

calculation cycle 
:--l'if>?,lll :!1 

Figure 4.16: Timing chart while tbe chip is in calculation (RUN pin 
is high. 

4.4 Error Analysis of WINE-2 Chip 

The ;wthor designed the pipeline of a WINE-2 chip so that its relative accuracy is about 
10- 4·5 • In subsection 4.4.1, he theoretically discusses the error in DFT mode, and studies 
it by numerical experiments with Monte Carlo simulation. He found that his theoretical 
est imates is in good agreement with numerical experiments. ln subsection 4.4.2, the author 
presents furthe r tbeor tical discussions on the error in IDFT mode. He found that the 
relative error of the pipeline of a WINE-2 chip is less than 10- 4 5 for wavenumber-space 
part of force calcu lation. In this section, V(x) denotes the mean square of a parameter X, 

6~· denotes the error in x, and L = 1 is assumed for simplicity. 

4.4.1 Error analysis in DFT mode 

Theoret ical a nalysis 

T be author estimates the error produced in each un it. of the pipeline of a W INE-2 ch ip in 
OFT mode as follows. The summary of t he error analysis in this part is presented in the 
table 4.7. Here, variables used in this part is summarized in the table 4.7. 

]. Jnner Product Unit 
The mean square of error, \1(6¢), of the output, !/;,of Inner Product Unit (figure 4.6) 
is evaluated as: 

\!(6!/;) V(b"rx)k; + V(o•ry)k; + V(6r, )k; + 4.849 x 10-
12

, 

L896 x w-' 4k2 + 4. 49 x w-12
, 

(4-.9) 

(4.10) 
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where k denotes tbt> length of a wavenumber vector. 1 .. , k-2 = k'; + k; + 1r;. 

2. Function Evaluator Unit 
The mean square of error, V(osin), of tbe ouLput of Function Evaluator nit. sin, is 
eva! u ated as: 

\f(osin) V(oy3) + V(~eo) + 7.761 x 10- 11 , 

1.974 X 10\f (Mx) + 1.296 X 10- 10
, 

where y3, eo and £:,.x are defined in table 4.1. 

3. Accumulator Unit 

( 4.11) 

( 4.12) 

The mean square of error, V(.5y5 ) , of the output, y5. of the multiplier (16.l8IMS1 or 
1618IMS2 in figure 4.10) in Accumulator Unit is evaluated as: 

V(6y5 ) V(sin)V(6q) + V(6sm)V(q), 

= 2.425 x 10- 12 + V(6sm)V(q) , 

where y5 is sm q and V(q) is calculated by: 

(4.13) 

( 4.14) 

(415) 

Here, qmax and qm1-n are the maximum and minimum absolute charge of part icles, 
respectively, and the author assumed that charges are uniformly distributed in the 
range or ( -qma.rz:, -qmtnL [qm'l.111 q,.,la2:1). 

The mean square of error, V(oy5 ), of the one summation of the OFT calcu lation is 
evaluated from equations 4. 10, 4.1 2, and 4. 14 as: 

(4 . 16) 

Here, we assumed that t he ratio of the minimum and max.imum abso lu te charges, 
qm,.fqm= is 1/4. 

The relative root mean square of error, V(6j S~ + C';.)/V( Js;, + C~), of the results 

of DFT calcu lation is evaluated as: 

(4. 17) 

V7.482 X 1Q - 13k2 + 4.616 X 10- 10. ( 4.18) 

The t heoretical error (equation ( 4.18)] is plotted in figure 4.17 by dashed curve. 
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Numer ical experiment 

The numerical experiment is done as follows. Pirst, the author randomly put 1 DO particles 
as they are uniformly dist ributed in the system. Second, he randomly assigned the charge 
of particles in tbf.' range of (-1, -1/4], [1/4, 1). Third, the author randomly elected 
1,000 wavenumber vectors with a size of k. Finally, he performed DFT calc ulation and 
tletermined the relative accuracy of the result. 

The resu lt of 1 he numerical experiment is plotted in figure 4.17 by sol id lines. The 
nu m rica! experiment is in gond agreement with he tbeoreticaJ est imates in OFT mode. 

4.4. 2 E r ror analysis in IDFT mode 

Th e author estimates t be error produced in each unit of t he pipeline of a WlNE-2 chip in 
IDFT mode as follows. 

l. Inner Product Unit 
The mean square of error, V( .P), of the outpu t, q), of Inner Product Unit is evaluated 
as: 

V(oth) 1.896 X 10-l4 (k2 + l ) +4. 49 X J0- 12
, 

1.896 X 10- 14 k2 + 4.849 X l0- 12. 

(4. 19) 

(4 20) 

Here, the author neglected the error from the phase shift, 0, since it is less than 1%. 

2. Punction EvaJuator Unit 
The mean square of error , V(osin) , of the output of Function Evaluator Unit is 
eva! uated as: 

V(8sin) = 3.743 x l0- 13 k2 + 2.253 x 10- to (4.21 ) 

3. Accumulator Unit 
The mean square of error , V(bsinJ S,~ + C~) , of the output of the multiplier (1618IMS1 
or l618IMS2 in figu re 4.10) in Accumula tor Unit is evaluated as: 

V(6sinJs~ + c;.) = If( Js~ + c;)v(osm) + V(8Js;. + c;,)V(sin). (4.22) 

'The relative mean square of error , V(15sinJS~ + c;,)j\f(sinJS~ + C~) , of the one 
su mma1.ion of the !DFT caJculation is caJcu lated from equations ( 4.18) and ( 4.22): 

V( sinJs~ + C~)/V(sinJs; + C~) 

HerE', thE' author used lf (sm) = !· 

V (osinjSf+Ci.) 

V(sin)v (Js~ + c;n' 
(4.23) 

1.497 X 10- 12k2 + 9.122 X J0- 10(4.24) 
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On the other hand, the mean square. \ '(!), of th<- force by !DI~T caJcula.tion 1s 
evaluated as: 

(4.25) 

k< kcvl 

I: 1fkex p(-7r2k2 /n2 )V( s:, + c,n, (~.26) 

where f is determined as: ., 
?r-c:o -J = -JF,(wn)j . 

q, 
( ~.27) 

The mean square of error , V(o.f), of he force by JDPT calculation is calcu lated by 
equations ( 4.22) and ( 4.24 ): 

k<k,., exp( ?r2k2ja2) 
"' 21rk2 

- . V (6smJS2 + C2) L- 2k n n 1 
V(ofl = (4.28) 

k< kcul 

I: ?rkexp(-?r2k2/o?)lf(js~ +C?,) 
X(l.497 X lQ - 12 k2 + 9.122 X IQ - 10). (4.29) 

The relative root mean square of error , Jv(of)fV(f) , of the fore~? by JDFT calculat ion 
is the theoretical estimate in figure 4 .l The relative error of the force calculated by the 
pipeline of a WINE-2 chip is estimated as less than 10-4.5 when a: :<:; 30 , which will be Utied 
when IV < 106 in MDM system. 

4 .4.3 Drift of total energy in molecular d ynamics simula tions 

Three MD simulations are performed to examine the drift in total energy (see table 4.9) . 
All of the simulation is performed with TIPS2 water molecules under NV E ensemble (total 
energy should conserve) wi h a time step of 0.5 femto-second. The software emu lator of 
a WINE-2 chip is used in wavenumber-space part of the calcula.tion . ln simulation A aJJd 
B, calculations by double precision floating point format are aJso performed to compare 
with the software emu lator. The drift in the total energy of these simulations a re sbown 
in figures 4.19, 4.20 , and 4.21, respectively. 

Although the total energy d rift s as much as 0.3% in simulation A and B (figures 1.19 
and 4.20), the difference between double precision and software emu lator calculation is 
satisfactory small. The rather large drifts in total energy in these simulations is caused by 
the small number of atoms (64 and 256 water molecules, respectively). In fact, the drift 
in total energy is as small as 0.01 % in simulation C with a larger number of atoms (2,560 
water molecu les) because of t he cancelation of error . Since the target. of MDM is ve•·y large 
system with more than a hundred thousand atoms, the author can safely oncl ude th at the 
accuracy of an WINE-2 chip is sufficient for rno lecul.ar dynamics simulations. 
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Table 4. : Crror analysis in DPT mode 

Unit mean square value 

Inn er l/ (6,·,), \ '(6ry), \!(or~) 1.896 x w- 1• 

Product V(5k,), V(ok.). V(okz) 0.0 
Uni~ \1 ( 6¢1), V ( 8</>z) V(8r.)k; + V(or·y )k~ + V(o1·, ]k~ + 4.849 x 10-12 

= 1.896 X 10 - HkZ + 4.84!) X J0- 12 

1f(Llx) 5.085 X J0- 6 

II(Mx) 11(6¢) 
Table 4.7: Variables for error analysis \I(Llxz) 1f(Llx) 

II(Mx2 ) \I(Mx) + 7.762 x 10- u 
V(ez) 1.949 X 10" 

sign V(oe2 ) 5.209 X 10- 3 

variable bi~ description 1f(eJ) 1.974 X lO 
V(oeJ) 1.212 x w-6 

1f(eo) 5.000 X 10 
V(oe0) 1.940 X JO - Il 

Function \f (yl) \l(e2)\I(Llxz) 
Evaluator = 9.911 X 10-4. 

Unit V(ovtl ll(ez)V(Mx2) + V(bez)V(Llx 2 ) + 1.272 x L0 - 6 

= 1.9'19 x 102\l(oilx) + l314 x 10- 6 

V(yz) V(yl) + 1/(et) 
= 1.974 X 10 

If ( 5y2) \f(6y1) + V(oe1) 
= 1.949 x 102\f(oil:r) + 2 .. 586 x w-6 

\l(y3) \l(y2)\f(Llx) 
= 1.004 X 10- 1 

V(oy3) l'(vz)V(Mx) + V(Llx)ll(8:y2) + 1.940 x 10- 11 

= 1.974 x 10\f(oilx) + 3.255 x J0- 11 

V(sin) V(y3) +If( eo) 
= 5.001 x w-l 

V(osin) V(oy3 ) + V(oe0) + 7.761 x I0- 11 

= 1.974 X 10\l (ofl:r ) + 1.296 X 10- 10 

If( q) .!_!(~) 
3 1 -~. 

Accumulator v(oq) 4.849·;-·10- 12 

Unit V(ys), Ys - sin q \i(y4)V(q) 
V(ovs) V(sin)V(oq) + \l(osin)V(q) 

= 2.425 x 10- 12 + V(osin)V(q) 
Total ll(ys) 2.188 X 10 

1'(6vsl 1.637 X 10- 13k2 + 1.010 X JO- IO 
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Error of WINE-2 pipeline in OFT mode 
1e-04 ~------~------.-.., 

experimental --G-

Iheareucal ------

le.QS L------'----------' 
1 10 100 

k 

Pigure 4. 17: Error of pipeline in OPT calculation is plotted against 
length , k, of a. wavenumber veclor. 

Relative error of force by WINE-2 pipeline 
1e-Q4 ~---~--~------

<X=15-
a=30 -----· 
a=60······· · 

_ .... -..:;::::----------

le~s L----------L---~-----
1 10 100 

k cut 

Figure 4.18: Error of pipeline in lOFT calculation is plotted against 
k cut 

4.4. ERROR ANALYSIS OF v\!1. E-2 CHIP 

Table 4.9: Three simulati ns of wa.ter molecules 

I simulation II number of water molec11les I number of ti.J:ne steps I 
A 
B 
c 

64 
256 

2,560 

Simulation A 
· 1930 r----.-----------, 

·1926 

·19 12 

·1919;.;0 

WINE·2amula!Ot -

double ···· 

1 000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

step 

3,000 
30,000 
1,000 

Figure 4.19: The drift in total energy in simu lation A with 64 wa
ter molecules is pl.otted against time step . The dilrerence between 
WINE-2 emulator (sol id curve) and double precision (dashed curve) 
calculation is satisfactory small (less than 0.3%). 
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Figure 4.20: The dri ft. in total energy in simulation B with 256 wa
ter molec ules is plotted agai nst lime step. Th e difl'erence between 
WINE-2 emu lator (so lid curve) and double precision (dashed curve) 
calcu lat ion is satisfactory small (less than 0.1%). 
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Pigure 4.2 1: The drift in total energy in simulation C with 2,560 
water molecu les i~ plotted against time step. The drift is as small 
as 0.01% bec<tuse of the cancelation of the error. 

Chapter 5 

Detailed Description of 
MDGRAPE-2 Chip 

5.1 General Specification 

An MDGR.APE-2 chip is a data-.flow-type numerical-processor LSI Lh at is specially dedi
cated for molecular dynamics si:mulatious. It calculates the forces ex rting on 24 different 
particles [rom other particles in every 6 clock cycles with four pipelines in force mode. The 
central forces with arbitrMy smooth functions are calcu lated by the equation, 

(5.1) 

where, G(l·) is an arbitrary smooth function, r: is the position vector of the particle (i
particle) on which the force exerts, f, is t he position vector of the particle (y-partide) which 
causes the force , 1·2 is the squared distance between i- and j-pa.rtic les, i.e., lr1 - 7":; 12, and 
a1 and b1 are the scale factors. An MDGRAPE-2 chjp calculates arbitrary central forces 
which are necessary in molecular dynamics simulations: such as Coulomb force, Van der 
Waals force and the real space force in Ewald method . An MDGRAPE-2 ch ip evaluates 
G(x) by 4-th polynomial interpolation. Coefficients of the polynomials are stored in RAM s 
in an MDGRAPE-2 chip. MDGRAPE-2 chip also calculates the potential contributions at 
24 different particles from one particle in every 6 clock cycles in potentia l mode: 

(52) 

5 .1.1 Clock cycle 

MDGR.APE-2 chip ca11 operate a system clock higher than 100 MHz. 

5.1.2 Numerical expression 

l. Integer operation 
Use two's complement formal in integer operat ions. 
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MDGRAPE-2 chip 
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FigurP !'i.l : Block diagram of MDGH.APE-2 chip 

2. Floating-point operation 
Us IEEE754 standard in lloating-point operations. 

3. Conversion from ]nteger Lo Floating point format 
Round t.o zero, in conversion from integer to fl oating-point format. 

5.1. 3 Pipeline 

An MDGRAPE-2 chip has four pipel ines. Each pipeline keeps data (positional coordinates 
and seal(' factors) of six i-particles. The data of one j-particle are supplied in every six 
clock cycles. A pipeline calcu lates six forces betw en these six i-particles a.nd one j-particle 
in every six clock cycles. These forces are individually accumulated. 

5.2 Struct ure 

An MDGRAPE-2 chip is composed of four Pipelines, one Input Unit, one Neighbor List 
Unit and one Control Unit as shown in figure 5.1. FotLr Pipelines calculate the forces on 
24 different i-particles from one ] -particle and accumulate them in every six clock cycles. 
Using Neighbor flags, supplied by Pipelines, Neighbor List Unit makes lists of neighbor 
particles of 24 i-par1,icles. Control Unit cont rols the mnltiplexers and registers in the ch ip. 
Input nit receives coordinates of j-particles (x1 , y1 , 0 ), and scale [actors (a1 , bi) and atom 
types in every six clock cycles from R-bus and C-bus, respectively. These data are stored 
in registers aud kept in he next six clock cycle . 
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Pipeline 

Data Selec10r Unit 

Figure 5.2 : Block diagran1 of Pipeline. 32RGPM is a control regist r. 

5.2. 1 P ipeline 

A pipeline is composed of a Distance Vector Unit, a Function Evaluator Unit , an Accu
mulator Unit, a Data Selector Unit, and a Control Register (12RGPM) as shown in figure 
5.2. 

Distance Vector Unit 

A Distance Vector Unit outputs the distance vector t..r = f, - r, and t he squared dis
tance r 2

. A Distance Vect.or Unit is composed of three 40-bit integer subtracters (40ISBX, 
40JSBY, 40ISBZ) , three 32-bit floating-point multipliers (32FMXS, 32B'MYS , 32FMZS) , 
three 32-bit floating-point adders (32FAXE, 32FAYZ, 32FARS), three 6-word 40-bit RAMs 
(6W40RAXI, 6W40RAYI, 6W40RAZI), three 40-bit integer to 32-bil floating-point con
verters (I2FDX, I2FDY, l2FDZ), and one 32-bit multiplexer (32MXR2) as shown in figure 
5.3. The coordinates of six different i-particles are stored in three 6-word 40-bit RAMs 
(6W40RAXl, 6W40RAYI, 6W40RAZI) . Three subtracters (40TSBX, 40lSBY, 40JSBZ) sub
tract he coordinates of i-particles from the coordinates of .i-particles. In th se sub
traders, overflow must be neglected iu order to represeut the periodic boundary conditions. 
The di·IJ'erences are converted to 32-bit floating-point format by three format converters 
(I2FDX, I2FDY , 12FDZ). The results are squared by three multipliers (32FMXS, 32FMYS, 
32FMZS). The squ.ared value and softening parameter, € , are added by three 32- bit floating
point adders (32F'AXE, 32FAYZ, 32FARS) to get ,.2 = 6.x2 + € + t..y2 + t.. z2 . The 32- bit 
multiplexer (32MXR2) is output selector of this unit . The output of 32FARS, the value of 
,.

2
, is always selected , when the control bit of 32MXR2 is l . When the control bit is 0 and 
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Djstance Vector Uojt 

Figure 5.3: Block diagram or Distance Vector Unit 

all th ree components of the distance vector (.6x = J"j- x, C,.y = y1 - y., .6z = z1 - z,) are 
0, the fi xed value 0.0 is selected . ln this case (i = j), the output can be set to 0 even when 
f is not zero. The values of r 2 are sent to Function Evaluator Un it and three components 
of distance vector (.6x, .6y , .6z) are sent to Accumulator Unit. 

Ftmct ion Eval uator Unit 

A Funct ion Evaluator Unit evaluates b1G(air2 ) and Neighbor Flag; NC. A Function Eval
uator Unit is composed of two 32-bit floating-point mu ltipliers (32FMAJ, 32FMBJ), one 
32-bit function evalu ator (32FE), and one 32-bit floating-point comparator (32FCNC) as 
shown in figure 5.4. The squared distance, r 2 from Distance Vector Unit, is multiplied with 
the scale factor a1 by a 32-bit floating-point multiplier (32FMAJ) . A Function Evaluator 
(32FE) evaluates G(a1r 2 ) by 4-th order polynomial interpolation as, 

(5 .3) 

In 32FE, c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 , C!, D.x and m are represented by 2's complement integer format . 
The others are represented by unsigned integer format . The four coefficients are stored in 
a 1024-word 104-bit RAM . Detailed description of 32FE will be given in sect ion 5.3. The 
result or 32FE is multiplied with another scale factor bj by a 32-bit floating-point multiplier 
(32FMBJ) . T he product b1G(a1r 2 ) is sent to an Accumulator Unit. When r2 is smaller 
than h, a. comparator 32FCN asse rt t he Neighbor Flag (NC). 
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Function Evaluator UniL 

r------+h 2FCN.-i--------I-+--[J;i,"<";:) 

Figure 5.4: Block diagram of Function Evaluator Unit 

Accumulator U nit 

An Accumulator Uni t accu mulates forces in the force mode an<i potenti<tls in the potential 
mode. An Accumulator Unit is composed of th ree 32-bit input 64-bit output Boating-
point multipliers (32FMFX64 , 32FMFY64, 32FMFZ64 ), three 64-bit floatin g- point adders 
(64FAFX, 64FAFY , 64FAFZ), three 6-word 64-bit RAMs (6 W64H.AFX, 6W64RAFY, 6W64RAFZJ, 
one 32-bit multiplexer (32MXFX), one 64-bit multiplexer (6411/f..XFP ), and th ree 32-bit de-
lay lines (32DLDX, 32DLDY , 32DLDZ) as shown in figure 5.5. Thre~ 32-bit fl oating-point 
mult ip liers (32FMFX64 , 32FMFY64, 32FMFZ64), multiply b1 G(a1r2 ) with the three com
ponents of distance vector, (D.a·, .6y, D. z), which are delayed t match the corresponding 
bjG(a1r 2

) by three de lay lines (32DLDX, 32DLDY, 32DLDZ). The x component of distance 
vector (.6x) can be replaced to fixed va:Jue (1.0) at the inpu t f multipliers by the 32-bit 
multiplexers (32MXFX) inserted between 32DLDX and 32MXFX. Three components r 
pair-wise forces are accumulated in t hree 6-word 64-bit RAMs (6W64RA FX, 6W64RAFY, 
6W64RAFZ), by three 64-bit float ing-point adders (G4FAFX, 64.FAFY, 64FAFZ). A 64-bit 
multiplexer (64MXFP ) is used for reading the forces during calcul ation (see sec tion 5.1.1 
in deta.il). 

D ata Selector U nit 

A Data Selector Unit switches the sources of a1 , b1 , €, and h. This unit is composed of 
two 6-word 32-bit RAMs (6W32RAH , 6W32RAE) , two 32-bit registers (32RGA , 32RGB) , 
and four multiplexers (32MXA, 32MXB, 32MXH , 32M.XE) as shown in figure 5.6. Sources 
of a1 and b1 can be selected from preset value (32RGA, 32H.GB) , H.-bus (R., Rb), or C
bus (C., Gb). For h and E, preset value for each i-pa rt icles (6W32 R.All , 6W32RA8), H.
bus (R. , Rb), or C-bus (C'., Co) can be connected. Two 6-word 32-bit RAM s are read 
correspond ing to i-ournber count in Virtual Multiple Pipeline. 
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Accumul ator Unit 

Figure 5.5: Block diagram of Acc umulator Unit 

Data Selector Unit 

Ra 

Rb 
J2 

" co 

b " 

Figure 5.6: Block diagram of Data Selector Unit 
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Tablr 5.1: Bit assignments of Control Register {32RG Pl\J ) 

bit funnion 
0-7 image of 8RGES 
811 image of 4RGMS 
12 15 reserved 
16-17 eonlrol of 32MXA (OO: R. , 01 :C., 1x:32RGA) 
18-19 control of 32l\1XB (OO:Rb, 01 :Cb, lx:32RGB) 
20-22 control of 32MXH (OOO:R., OOl:Rb, 010:C., Oli:C'b, 1xx:6\V32HA H) 
23-25 control of 32MXE (OOO:R. , OOl:Rb, OIO:C., Oll:Cb, 1x:x:6W32RAE) 
26 control of 32MXFX (0:32DLDX, !:fixed value 1.0) 
27- 28 reserved 
29 control of 32MXR2 (O:fixed value 0.0 when 1 = J, 32FAH. when t -cF }, l :32J<'A RS) 
30-31 reserved 

Control register 

Each Pipeline has a 32-bi t Control Regc ter (32RGPM). The bil-images of two registers 
( RGES , 4RGMS) in Function Evaluator Unit appear on bit 0-7 and bit 8 - ll of Control 
Regis er, respectively. Bit 16-25 are assigned to control signals of multiplexers (32MXA, 
32MXB, 32MXH, 32MXE) in Data Selector Unit. Bit 26- 29 a re assigned to control sig
nals of multiplexers (32MXFX, 32MXFY, 32MXFZ, 32MX R2) in Accumulator Unit. Bit 
assignments of Control Register (32H.GPM) is shown in ta.b lc 5.1. 

5.2.2 The other units 

Input Unit 

An Input Unit is composed of three 40-bit registers (40RGXJ , 40RGYJ , 40RGZJ) , two 32-
bit registers (32RGAJ , 32RGBJ), one 10-bit register (LORGV), one 1024-word 64-bit RAM 
(1 024W64RAAB) , 6-word !O-bit RAM (6W10RAT) , and ten 1-bit multiplexers (lMXVO, 
1MXV1, 1MXV2, ... 1MXV9), as shown in figure 5.7. An lnput nit receives t hree 40· 
bit position coordinates and two 32-bit scale factors of a j- par~icl from R-bus and C
bus, respectively in every six clock cycles. These data are stored in three 40-bil registers 
{40RGXJ, 40RGYJ, 40RGZJ) and two 32-bit registers (32RGJ\J, 32RGB.J) and kept in 
next six clock cycles. The add ress lines of a 1024-word 64-bit RAM (J024W64RAAB) , 
which stores the scale factors, are connected to len 1-bit multiplexers (1 MXVO, 1 MXV1, 
1MXV2, ... 1 MXV9). Each of th 1-bit multiplexers is conn cted to C- bus and 6-word 
10-bit. RAM (6W JURAT), which stores atom types of six i-pa.rticles. Address lines of 
6WlORAT are connected to a loop counter (6LCV) in Con~rol Unit, which counts from 0 
io 5. 
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Input Uni.t 

Figure .~.7: Block diagram of Input Unit 

Neighbor List Unit 

26(29, 4 ) 
26CNNB 

Figure 5.8: Block diagram of Neighbor Li t Un it 

5.2 STRUCTURE 

(a) (b) (c) 

~ ~last first ~last 
first_§_lastfirst_m ~ 

(d) (c) (f) 

!! 11 ast 

first lasl 

(a) First , neighbor RAM is empty. (b) Six word of neigh
bor flags are written. Thin hatched boxes show the valid 
neighbor flags stored in the RAM. (c) Vfhen host read two 
words, it increments ftrst address by two. (d) An overflow 
flag is asserted when another th.ree words are written (only 
one word left: first -la.:rt = 1 ). (e) The overflow fla.g keeps 
asserted, even after another three words are written. Thick 
hatched boxes denotes the lost neighbor flags. (f) When host. 
set llRGNF to zero with clear bil of l!CNNL a.nd overflow 
lla.g of the FIFO. 

Figure 5.9: Sample states of the neighbor RAM (2048W30R.ANB) as an Pl PO 

Control Unit 

Figure 5.10: Block diagram of Control Unit 

II 
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Neighbor List Unit 

A Neighbo r List nit makes lists of neighbor particles of :24 t-particlcs u.ing four neighbor 
nags from four pip lines. A Neighbor List Unit is composed of one 2048-word 30-bit 
RAM (204 W30RANB), one 11-bit. counter (IICNNL), one 11-bit register (llRG 1F), 
one :2G-bit cou11l r (26CNNB), and one 4 input OR gate, as shown in fig ure 5. The 
output of J 1 NL sp cities th' address of 2048W30RANB. A 26-bit counter (26CNNB) 
is mcrcmeoted by a clock signal while the chip is in calculation. The outputs of 26CNNB 
specify tltc indices of neighbor particles. When one of four neighbor flags a re asserted, 
204 W30RA B sto res the output of 26CN 8 (2G-bit) as well as four neighbor flags (NCO, 
N 1, N '2, NC3), and then UCNNL is incremented. 

2048W30RANB acts like an FIFO. A register llR.GNF holds the first address of the 
P!FO (fir-st), which corresponds to tbe oldest word in the FIFO. The last address of the 
FIPO (last), which corresponds to the newest word in the FIFO , is specified by he output 
of II N L. When no valid neighbor Aags are stored in the FIFO , both addresses are the 
same, 1 .. , fu·st == las! . The last. address is incremented when the neighbor flag is asserted. 
'I'he overtlow flag is asse rted, when only one word remains vacant (first- last == 1). The 
overOow flag kPcps a.qscrl.ed until it is clea red. When one reads a word on the address of 
11 'NNL , bit 31 of it indicates the over(]ow flag of the FIFO; it is l when overflow occu rred 
at t he PlFO. 

After one reads some part of 204 W30RAJ B, one changes llR.G F for decreasing the 
contents of t he F'JFO. When one writes 1 to bit 31 on the same address as llRG F , 
11 ' ' L and the overflow flag of the FIPO are cleared. Figure 5.9 shows how t he FIFO 
does act . Thin batch d boxes indicate the valid neighbor flags in the FIFO. Thick hatched 
boxes indicate th broken neighbor flags by the overflow . 

Cont t·o l Unit 

Control U nit controls flow of input- and calculated- data, and behavior of Pipelines . Control 
Unit. writes signals from D-bus onto RAMs and registers in lnpu t Unit and Pipe lines 
(H.AMs and registe rs are specified by the address from A-bus). In addition , Control Unit 
has t.wo loop ounters (6LCV. 72LCFA), one 72-word 64-bit RAM (72W64R.AFA), one 
64-bit multiplexer (64MX FA ), and one mode register (12RGM) as shown in figure 5.10. A 
counter , 6LCV , is increment din every clock cycle from 0 to 5. And 72LCFA counts from 
0 to 71. A 64-bit multip lexer (64MXFA) is used for reading the forces during cal ula.tion 
(see section 5.4.1 in detail). Bit assignments of 12R.GM is shown in table 5.2. Bit image of 
10RGV a ppears on bit 0- 9. When one writes 1 to bit 10 of L2RGM, 26C NB is cleared. 
When one writes I to bit 11 of 12R.GM , 72LCFA is cleared. 

Control nit gives the addresses of RAMs in Input nit (GWlORAT) and in Pipelines 
[(6W40RAXI , 6W40R.AY1, 6W40RAZI) in Distance Vector Un its, (6W64RAPX , 6W64RA FY, 
6W64R.AFZ) in Accumulator Units], and the addresses of multiplexers in Pipelines (64MXFP) 
a.nd in Control Unit (64MXFA ). Control Unit gives several signals to lnput Unit and 
Pipelines, such as resetting, starting and ending of t he calculation for all j-particles for 
six t- particl s per pipeline. ontrol Unit a lso asserts write enab les of three accumulation 
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Table 5.2: Bit assignments of lvlod R.egi t.er ( 12R.G!VI) 

bit functio n 
0-9 image of I.OR.GV 
10 clear 26 1NB (O:rlo nothing , l:rlear) 
11 clear 72LCFA (O:do nothing, !:dear) 

Function Evaluator (32FE) 

---- 2's camp. integer -- unsigned integer 

Figure 5.11: Block diagram of Fun ct ion Evaluator (32 F8) 

RAMs (6W64.RAFX, 6W64RAFY , 6W64R.AFZ), Neighbor RAM (2048W30R.ANB) and an 
en able s ignal of 26CNNB taking into account of the state of R UN pin and pipeline delay. 

5.3 Architecture of Function Evaluator Unit 

The basic concept on calculation of an arbitrary function by the Function Evaluator Unit is 
as fo llows. A whole range lxmm, Xma,) is divided into 210 segments. Assuming that an input 
x belongs to the (k+ l)-th segment , i.e., x E [x, ,Xkt!), tbe fun ction f(x) is approximated 
by a polynomial of degree 4; 

4 

f (x) ~ z= e;tkl( f>x)', (5.4) 
t.=O 

where L'>x is defined as the d ifference of x from the center of the segm ent Xc; 
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Segmentation and Address Generation 
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Figure 5.12: Algorithm of segmentation and add1·ess generation 

!J.x =X- Xc, (5.5) 

Xk + Xk+l 
Xc = 2 (5.6) 

The coefficients c,Ck) are constant in each segment. 

5.3 .1 General design 

The general design of the ]<'unction Evaluator Unit is shown in figure 5.11. The input air2 

and the output of the unit G(a1r2 ) are 32-bit floating point numbers (Exp, Sign and Man 
in the r,gnre are corresponrling to the exponent, sign and mantissa part , respectively, of 
the out. put of the unit). 

First , the Function Evaluator Unit calculates the !J.x, the segment number k (caddr), 

and the exponent part of a1r2(er•) by the Segmentation Part (see below in detail). The 
coefficient table (1024Wl04RACO) outputs the coefficients (Co,Ct,C2,ca,c4, and eoffset) of 
the polynomial accord ing to the segment number k . Here, co, Ct, c2, ca, and ~ are the 
mantissa parts of c,(kl, and e•ff•« is the common exponent part of c,Ckl (i = 0, l, .. ,4); 

c,Ck) = c, x 2••JJ•«, fori= 0, 1, ... ,4. (5.7) 

Second, the Function Evaluator Unit evaluates t he polynomial by the Polynomial Evalu
ator Part. Last, the result (m) is normalized to a floating point number, which is composed 
of the three parts; 8xp, Sign, and Man, as shown in figure 5. 11. 
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5 .3.2 Segm entation P art 

As shown in figure 5.12, t!te Segmentation Part generates !J..r (see the previous section) 
and the addresses of the coef6cient and exponent tables (r.ddr anrl rr>). The input. value 
a11·

2 is expressed in lEEE-754 32-bit floating-point format , whirh ront ains 23-bit mantissa, 
-bit exponent (er') and a sign. 

As for generation of the addresses, first, the Segmentation Part calculates the difl'erenc<' 
between er> and e,1art· where e,1art is the exponent pari of Xmm• and i. ston·d in I he register 
(8RGES). Second, the lower mshift bits of the difference arc used as the higher mslnfi 
bits of Ca.ddr. where mslttfi is stored in the register (4R.GMS), and is defined as tht> following 
equatiou; 

Xmax = 2 .shrt+2"uluJc. (5. ) 

Consequently, the input a11'2 is valid from 2e.,.., to 2"•'""+2m''''' . J>or the rest, i.e., tbe 
lower (10- mshzft) bits, of Caadr, the higher ( .1 0- mshzft) bits of mantissa part of a;1'2 are 
used. In this way, msh1 ft determines the dynamic range of in put to the Function Evaluator 

nit. For example, when mshift is a small number, dynamic range is also small. Thereby, 
the width of a segment comes to be small, resulting in the high accuracy of interpolation. 

As for generation of !J.x , the bit (12 + mshift) of a1 r 2 is invert ·d , and t.ben, the lower 
(13 + mshzft) bits of a1r 2 are used as tbe higher bits of !J.x . By the inversion, !J.x is 
converted to the deviation from the center of a segment in the fixed-point 2's complemeut 
expression. When mshift is smaUer than seven, the rest. of bits of !J.x, wh ich is (7-m htfl) 
bits, are a ll set to O's. 

5.3.3 Polynomial Evaluator Part 

Tbe Polynomial Evaluator Part is implemented as shown in figure 5.13. The unit is com
posed of four adders (ADCO, i\.DC1, ADC2, and A I C3) and four mul t ipliers (MUC L, 
MUC2, MUC3, and MUC4). The coefficients c0 , c1, c2 , c3 , and r4 , and the exponent part 
eaff••t are defined as follows (see section 5.3.1 as well); 

f(x) = 2°' ""'' X m, (5.9) 

where 

(5.10) 

The Polynomial Evaluator Part evaluates t he value of m. Though the coefficients; 
co, c1, c2, c3, and c4 are expressed in the fixed-point 2's complement, they are considered 
as the 2's complement integers in the fol lowing description. ln add ition, a ll inputs and 
outputs of the adders and the multip liers in figure 5.13 a re evaluated as 2's complement 
integers. For instance, when tbe output of the multip lier MU 1 is added to t be coefficient 
Co by the adder ADCO, their sign bits should be expanded. 
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Polynomi al Evaluator Part 

all line · : 2 's comp. 

Figure 5.13: Block diagram of Polynomial Evaluator Part 

5.3 .4 N ormalization P ar t 

The Normalization Part converts the format of m, which is a 2's complement integer, into 
tbP floatin g point expression (Sign. Man and shift ) as shown in figure 5.ll. Exp in the 
figure is sum of shift, off-•' and the output of the exponent table (256W RAEX). In 
the special cases, such as this summation overflows, m equals to zero, or overflows, the 
information is expressed through 8xp, Sign and Man. 

5.3 .5 R emark 

When r> is smaller than e,10rt, output of the Function Evaluator Unit must be set to 
zero, z.e., ign = Man = Exp = 0. This is carried out by the Segmentation Part and 
Normalization Part. 

5.3 .6 Error in Func tion Evalua tor of MDGRAPE-2 chip 

The author set a. net relative accuracy of tQ-7 in an MDGRAPE-2 chip, since this accuracy 
is usually satisfactory in molecular dynamics simulations. All the arithmetic units in an 
MDGRAPE-2 chip except Fw1ction Evaluator use 64-bit and 32-bit floating point format, 
which has an error smaller than 10- 7. Therefore, the author only evaluates the error 
generated iu he Function Evaluator as follows. 

ln the calculation of the real-space part of Coulomb force, the Function Evaluator in a. 
pipel ine of an MDGR.APE-2 chip calculates equation (3.15). Figure 5.14 shows the relative 
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Figure 5.14: Relative error in g(x) for real-space part of Cou lomb 

force [g(x) = 
2·'*· •l + er~~~flJ i plotted agai nst. x. 

i7 

difference in g(x) = 2 ·J;f~"'l + er:~~("l between that calculated by double precision and 
that calcu lated by the software em ulator of the fut1ction evaluator. Relative accuracy of 
10- 7 is almost achieved. 

Jn the calculation of van dcr Waals force , the function evaluator calcu lates equation 
(3.19). F igure 5.15 shows the relative difference in g(x) = 2:c- 7 - x - 4 between that cal
culated by double precision and that calculated by be software emulator of the function 
evaluator. Relative accu racy of 10- 7 is almost achi ved, too. 

5.4 External Interface 

5.4 .1 Chip r egisters and RAMs 

A sample address map of the chip is shown in table 5.4 . The lower 2-bit of the addre ses 
of most of tbe registers and HAM s is assigned to pipeline indices, so that one may access 
to these registers and RAMs contiguously. 
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Error of FE in MDGRAPE-2 chip (len nard-Jones force) 
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Figure .5. 15: Relative error in g(x) for Lennard-Janes force [g(x) = 
2x-7 - x 4] is plotted against x. 

Special mean ings of writing cer·ta in addresses 

There arc special meanings in writing to 6W40RAXl, 6W40R.AYI, 6W40RAZ1 , l2RGM, 
and llRGNF. 

• 12R.GM 
see section 5.2.2. 

• 6W40RAXI, 6W40RAYI and 6W40RAZl 
When one writes a word to 6W40R.AXI, 6W40RA Yl or 6W40RAZ1, the correspond
iog word of 6W64RAFX, 6W64R.AFY, or 6W64R.AFZ is copied to 72W64RAFA 
in Control Unit through 64MXFP and 64MXFA, and then it is cleared. For ex
ample, when one writes a value to word 4 of 6W40RAXI in Pipeline 0, word 4 
of 6W64RAFX in Pipeline 0 i copied to 72W64RAFA and then cleared to zero. 
Address of 72WG4R.APA is specified by the loop counter 72LCFA. This counter is 
incremented by one, when one word is written . 

• llRGNF 
see sect ion 5.2.2 
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Reading or writing during calcu lation 

Most of registers and RAMs are not allowed to be read or wrineu, while the chip calculates 
forces. However, 12W64H.APA, 2048W30RA NI3 , and JJCN Land ovr rllow flag of the 
FIFO (2048vV30RA NB) a.re a llowed to be read even when the chip is in calculation, and 
also writing a word to the address of llRGNF is allowl"d during calcu lation. 

When one reads the neighbor RAM (204 W30RA NB) during calcu la tion. ont' may gel 
wrong value of it because of address collision. If one reads 204 W3011.A NB just when t.h(' 
chip wants to wri te the neighbor flags to it, writing lo it is performed but reading from it 
is not performed. When such an address collision happens, bit 0 3 of the word are set to 
be all zero. One may have to read the same word several times until one of the bit 0 ;{ of 
it becomes l. 

5.4.2 External pins 

C-bus has 74 pins (32 pins for a1 and b1 each and 10 pins for atonLiyp 1 ) and H.-bus has 
120 pins (4 0 pios for each). a1 ,b1 ,x1 , y1 , and z1 are loaded io every six internal clock cycles 
through C-bus and R-bus. D-bus has 64 pins and A-bus bas 14 pins. 0-bus is used for 
accesses to RAMs and registers. A-bus is used to give internal address of accesses tlHougJJ 
0 -bus. Pin assignments and address map of ex ternal interface are shown in table 5.3. 

5.4.3 Timing chart of the chip 

Write cycle 

Timing chart of n words writ.e is hown i.n ugure 5.16. On every 8 'LK cycle, address and 
data are given to t he chip. Note that tbe addresses, Ao, A 1, .•• , A,, are not necessary to 
be contiguous. 

One word read cycle 

Timing chart of one word read is shown in figure 5.17. The chip replies the input address 
after a certain delay. 

n-word read cycle 

Timing chart of n words read is shown in figure 5.18. The chip starts to rep ly the input 
address every BCLJ< cycle after a certain delay. On may call this cycle as pipelined 1·eading 
cycle. This cycle ensures the bandwidth of data transfer between th e board and the chip. 
Note that the addresses , Ao, A1 , . •. , A", are not necessary to be contiguous. 

Calculation cycle 

Timi.ng chart of calculation of the ch:ip is show n in figu re 5. 19. One ca11 freeze the calculation 
tem porary, and restart t he calculation. In figure 5.19, the chip frcexes Lhe calculation after 
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rigure 5.16: Timing chart of writing n words to the chip 
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Figure 5.17: Timing chart of reading one word from t be chip 
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Figure 5.18: Timing chart of reading n words from the chip 

loading 2 sets of data from C-bus a.od H.-bus, and restarts tbe calculation after one cycle 
of BCLK. This control is doue by RUN pin . 
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calculation cycle 

Figure 5.19: Timing chart. while i!Je chip is in calculation 

Table 5.3: External Pins 

1/0 description 
Jn address bus to access to the RAMs and registers i11 the chip 

ln/Out data bus to access to the RAMs and registers in t he chip 
In bus to supply a1 , b1 and atom_typ 1 . 

ln R-bus to supply r. , '"• • ·r,. 
In Chip select s ignaL 

When it is high, read/write access to the chip is permi.tted. 
In Write enable signaL 

High is write and low is read. 
In Output enable signaL 

When it is low, D-bus turns to be high impedance. 
ln Reset signaL 
ln Clock signaL 

Supply the dock with half of the internal clock cycle. 
ln Bus clo k signaL 

Supply the clock signal for interfacing between the chip and 
other devices on the boa rd . 

In Calculation signaL 
While it is high , chip loads data from '-bus and R-bus, 
accumulates forces, makes a neighbor lis t , and counts up 26CNNB. 

... -
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Tab le 5.4: A sample addre s map of the chip 

addreso I read/write I registers, RAMs and control flags 

0000- 07ff write 1024Wl041lACO in Pipclin~ 0 
0800- 0!IT write 1024Wl04RACO in Pipeline J 
1000- 17ff write !024Wl04RACO in Pipeline 2 
1800- lfff write 1024Wl04RACO in Pipeline 3 
2000- 20ff write 256W8llAEX in Pipejjne 0 
2100- 2lfl' write 256W RAEX in Pipcliue 1 
2200- 22ff write 256W RAEX in Pipeline 2 
2300- 23if write 256W8RAEX in Pipeliue 3 
2800 write 32RGPM in Pipeliue 0 
2801 write 32RGPM in Pipeline I 
2802 writ.e 32RGPM in Pipejjne 2 
2803 w·dte 32RG PM in PipeliJJe 3 
2804 write 32RGA in Pipeline 0 
2805 write 32R.GA in Pipeline 1 
2806 write 32RGA in Pipeline 2 
2807 write 32RGA in Pipeline 3 
2808 write 32RGB in Pipeline 0 
2809 write 32RGB in Pipeline l 
280a write 32RGB in Pipeline 2 
280b write 32RGB in Pipeline 3 
2900 write word 0 of 6W40RAX1 in Pipeline 0 
2901 write word 0 of 6W40RAXl in Pipeline I 
2902 write word 0 of 6W40RAX1 in Pipeline 2 
2903 write word 0 of 6W40RAXI in Pipeline 3 
2904 write word 1 of 6W40RAXT in Pipeline 0 
2905 write word 1 of 6W40RAXI in Pipeline I 
2906 write word l of 6W40RAX1 in Pipeline 2 
2907 writ.c word 1 of 6W40RAX1 in Pipeline 3 

... 
2914 write word 5 of 6W40RAXl in Pipeline 0 
2915 write word 5 of 6W40RAX1 in Pipeline 1 
2916 write word 5 of 6W40H._l\_,'Cl in Pipeline 2 
2917 write word 5 of 6W40RAXI in Pipeline 3 
2920- 2937 write 6W40RAY1 in Pipeline 0- 3 
2940- 2957 write 6W40RAZI in Pipeline 0- 3 
2960-2977 write 6W32RAH in Pipeline 0- 3 
2980- 2997 write 6W32RAE in Pipeline Q-3 

2400-27ff write 1024W64RAAB 
2a00- 2a05 write 6WlORAT 
2b00 write 12RGM 

bit 0- 10 llRGNF 
2b01 bit 31 write dear ll CNN L and overflow flag of the 

FIFO (2048W30RANB) (O:do nothing, l:clear) 
2b02 bit 0- 10 read llCNNL 

bit 31 overflow flag of the FIFO (2048 W30RANB) 
2c00- 2c47 read 72W64RAFA 
300Q-37ff read 2048W30RANB 
380Q-3fff 
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Chapter 6 

Performance of Molecular Dynamics 
Machine 

ln the present chapter , the author estimates the performance of MDM. The calculation 
flow is described in section 6.1. In section 6.2, the specification for hardware, which is 
derived from the result of the preceding section, is given. ln section 6.3, author shows the 
predided pe1formance of MDM. In the last section of the present chapter , he summaries 
this chapter. 

6.1 Calculation Flow 

In Molecular Dynamics Machine, calculation of one time-step is divided into three parts, 
i.e., GRAPE-part, WlNE-part, and Host-part. In GRAPE-part, MDGRAPE-2 calculates 
f.(re) and .F,(vdW), while in WINE-part , Wl E-2 calculates f.(wn). In Host-par t, node 
computers calcu late bonding-force and perform time in tegration of pa.rticles using P;(vd W), 
f.( re) and F,(wn) as we ll as bonding-force. 

Table 6.1: Hierarchy structure of simulation space 

class number of cells 
in one dimension 

Simulation box lbox 
domain ldm 

G-block l9ol 

W-block" lwO/ , ldm 
cell 1 

'W-hlock is not a cube (see figure 6.1). 

85 
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Figure 6.1: Structure of simulation space 

Table 6.2: Hierarchy structure of hardware 

class II number per upper level I total number I assigned space I 
MOM J I Simu]ation box 
node N,.d = (lbox/lam) 3 Nnd domain 

G-cluster N9 c1 = (ldm/lgbl) 3 Ngc~Nnd G-block 
W-cluster N.,c/ = ldm/l~,bl N,.c1Nnd W-block 
G-board N9bd N9bdN9c~Nnd 
W-board Nwbd NwbdNwclNnd 

G-chip Ngcp N9cpNgodN9c~Nnd 
W-chip N.,cp NwcpNwbdNwclNnd 

6.1 CALCULATION FLOW 7 

6. 1.1 Hierarchical structure in simulation space 

lu order to avoid unnecessary calculations and communications, the aut.ho1· organizes par
ticles in a hierarchical tructure with thr c-levels (table 6. Land figure 6.1). The simulation 
box, the largest unit of the imula.tion, is composed of 1~, cells. The simulation box is di
vided into (lbox/ldm)3 domains which is a cube with a sidf.'iength of ldmLcell· Each domain , 
composed of ljm cells, is assigned to a node: Nnd = (lbo,/ldm )3. A node computer calcu
la es bonding-force and performs the time integration of the particles in the corresponding 
domain. 

When one calculates F,(re) and f.,(vdW) with an MDGR.APE-2, one divides a domain 
into (ldm/l9b,) 3 G- blocks, which is a cube with a side length of l9b1 Lcell· A G-block is assigned 
to a G-ciuster: N 9c1 = (ldm/l9b,) 3

. A G-cluster calculates F,(re) and f.(vdW) exerting on 
particles in the corresponding G-block. 

When WINE-2 calculates ff,(wn), a domain is divided into ldm/l.,bl W-blocks. A W-block 
is a rectangular solid which has a side with a length of lwbiLc<ll and two sides with a IPngth 
of ldm.Lc<ll· A W-block is assigned to a W-cluster: Nwcl = ldm/1.,.1>1. A VV-clusLer calculat.es 
F;(wn) exerting on particles in th correspoo ling W- hlock. Ilere, the a uthor assum<'s in 
the present thesis that ldm and lgol is a divisor of lboz and ld, , respectively, and that l•,fl,01 

is a natural number. Table 6.2 summarizes the ltierarthy structu re of the hardware and the 
simulation space. In the present thesis, the author assumes that simu lation box, domains, 
and G-blocks are all cubes for simplicity. 

6.1.2 GRAPE-Part 

In GRAPE-part., a node computer and MDGRAPE-2 calcu late f..(re) and f,(vdW). It is 
divided into Gl- and G2-stages. 

Gl- St age 

A node computer sends positions (i'j), charges (qi) and atom types (aL1 ) of force-exerting 
particles of its domai.n to its N 9c1 G-clusters through N9c1 links. Each G-cluster receives 
posit ions, charges and atom types of Nceu(l9 b1 + 2)3 force-exerting partic les. Here, (l9 w + 2)3 

is the number of cells which interact with particles in a G-block. The interface board in 
the G-cluster broadcasts these data to all the N9 bd G-boards, connected to it. The time, 
T01 , for Gl-stage can be evaluated as: 

(6. l) 

where tb= is the cycle time of a link and w is the average number of clock cycles requ ired to 
write one word through the link. Here, th data of one force-exerting particle are composed 
of 4 words, those are three positional coordinates (one word each), elect rostatic charge , and 
atom type (packed into one word), where one word is 64-bit. 
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G2-Stagc 

A node computer sends Lhe positions (r,) of N«11 l~rn force-receiv ing particles to its N 9c1 G
clusters through N

9
c1 links in 02-stage. Eacb 0 -cluster calcu lates F,(re) and F,(vdW) ex

erting on N,.11 l~m/ Ngcl ( =N"ul;bt) particles, and t be calculated forces are sent back to their 
parent node computer. G2-stage is divided into N«11l~m/(l2N9cpNgbdNgci) [=Ncettl:bzl(l2N9cp-~-9~< 
steps. J Jere, 12N9,.N9bdNgcl is tbe total numb r of virtual multiple pipelines in MDGRAPE-
2. In each step, MDGRAPE-2 calculates tbe force on 12N9cpNybd.Ngd padicles as follows. 

A node computer sends positions of J 2N9cpNgbd force-receiving particles t o each G-cluster. 
Tl1e interface board in a G-cluster send positions of 12N9cp particles to each G-board . A 
G-board caku lates forces [F,(re) and F,(vdW)J exerted on 12N9,. particles in 6 · 27N,.n 
clock cycles of a G-chip. EaclJ of G-boards a.lculates forces on particles in different cell in 
a G-block. The results, P,(re) and F,(vd W), are sent back to the parent node computer 
Lfll·ongiJ the interface board of the G-cltUlter. This step is repeated N .. ul!bz/(12N9cpN9bd) 
ti01cs to gel. the forces oo all tbe particles in the simulation box. For efficient use of 
G-pip lines, Nc.tl is necessary to be larger than l2 N9,., i.e., 

N,.u > 12N9cp , 

The tirne, 7(;2 , for G2-stage can be expressed a.s: 

To2 2 · 4wN .. ul!bttbu., 

Noeu l;bl + 12N N · 6 · 27N,.ut9p•pe• 
gcp gbd 

+ 2 · 3,·N,.ul!bttb • ., 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where r is thr average number of clock cycles for reading a word through a lin k, and igpipe 

is cycle time of ihe clock of a G-chip, i.e. , t9 .. pe=l0 usee. The first term represents the 
time f. o end the data of N,.ul~01 for ·c-receiving particles through a link [three components 
of posit ional coordina.l,e and informat ion of neighboring cells: 4 words per particle for each 
of F,(re) and F;(vdW)J. The second term represents tbe t ime to calcuJate the forces. The 
third term is the time of nodes to receive the forces (three components of each of F;(re) 
and f.(vdW): 6 words per particle). Here, the author assumes that Ncell and N •• nz;bl can 
be clivid ·d by 12N9,P and l2N9cpNgbd, respectively. 

6 .1.3 WINE-part 

Iu WINE-part , a node computer a nd WlNE-2 obtain F,(wn). It is divided into five stages, 
those arc vVl-, W2- . W3-, W 4-. a nd W5-stages. 

" ------ ill. a._ 
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In Wl-stage through W3-sl age. ,, Cn, a,. and 0" are calculated. You oblain nand 
C, by summing up NwclNnd sub- ummations (s~"l, and cl;"l) , which are calcu lated by the 
m- th \~1-clust.er: 

Sn 
N wd Nnd 

'\' s (m ) 
L " ' m = l 

m.=l 

In W4- and W5-stages, F,(wn) is calculated Crom an a nd (), by equation 3.10. 

W l-Stagc 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

In Wl-siagc, a node computer sends posit ions of different l~,..l,ubtN.,u part icles ill each W
block to each of Nwd (= ld.m/lwbl) W-clusters through N,.c1 links. T he interface board in 
a W-cluster broadcasts these data to all the boards which are con nected to it. The time, 
Tw t, for th is stage is expressed as 

(6.7) 

where t he author assumes that positional coordinates and charges of ont" particle are packed 
into two words. 

W2-Stage 

A node computer sends Nwv wavenumber vectors to all of its Nwcl W-clusters through Nwd 
links, each luster calculates s\;"l and c),"'i for Nwv wavenumber vectors, and these resu lts 
are sent back to the node computer. This stage is divided in to N,.. /(64Nw<yNwtxt) steps. 
Here, 64NwcpNwl>d is the total number of virtua l pip lines per W-cluster, and t he author 
assumes that N .... can be divided by 64NwcpNwbd· Each step calcu lates s~m) and c);>l for 
64NwcpNwbd wavenumber vectors as fo llows. 

A node computer sends 64NwcpNwbd wavenumber vectors to all of Nwcl W-clust.ers under 
it. The interface board in a W-cluster sends 64Nwcp wavenumber vectors to each W-boarcl. 
A W-board calcula1,es s~m) and c~m) of 64N,.,P wavenumber vectors i.n 8l~m lwb/Ncetl lock 
cycles of a W-chip. The result s are sent back to the parent node computer through the 
interface board of the W-cluster. For efficient use of W-pipelines, the number, N,.., of 
wavenumber vectors is necessary to be larger than 64NwcpNwbd, i.e., 

N,.. > 64N,.cpNwbd· 

This procedure is repeated N,../64NwcpNwbd times. 
The time, Tw2 , for this stage is expressed as: 

(6 8) 

(6.9) 
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where t.,,.r>< is the eyrie time of internal clock of a W-chip, i.e., lu•p•pe = l2.5 nsec. The first 
term represents the time to send the data of the three components of Nw" wavenumber 
vectors, k, (two wavenumber vectors packed into one word). The second term is the time 
to cal ulate c~m), sl,ml The third term is the t ime to send c~,m) and s~m l back to the parent 
nodf computer (two words per wavenumber vector). 

W3-stage 

In W3-stage, node computers calculate S,. and C, [equations (6 .5) and (6.6)] , and an and 
On [equations (2.13) and (2 .1 4)] in the foUowing five steps. First , each node computer sums 
up s~m) and c!:"l from N.,c1 \1\1-clusters under it for a ll the wavenumber vectors. Second, 
each node computer broadcasts these values to other node computers. Third, each node 
computer sums up these val ues received from other nodes computers, i.e., calctdates Sn 
and C', for N,.,vfN,d wavenumber vectors [equations (6.5) and (6.6)]. Forth, each node 
computer calculates an and (1,. for Nwv/N,.d wavenumber vectors from equations 2.13 and 
2.14. Finally, each 11 0de computer broadcasts these values to other node computers. 

Th e time for W3-stage, Tw3, which is dominated by transferring s~m), c~"), a, and fJ .. 
(four words per wavenumber vectors): 

4N,.(N,.J- l)t,. 
Twa= , (6.10) 

nd 

where, ten is the time for transferring a word through a channel between nodes. Here, 
calculation time in \.he node computer is neglected. 

W 4-stage 

A node compute r sends a, and B .. for N,. wavenumber vectors to its N,c1 W-clusters 
through N,.d links. The Ln erface board Ln a W-cl uster broadcasts these a, and 0., (packed 
into one word per wavenumber vector) to all the Nwbd W-boa.rds under it. The time, Tw4, 
for W4-stage is expressed as 

(6. 11) 

Here, the author assumes that all the wavenumber vectors, k,, are sent to all theW-boards 
before starting the si mulation . 

W 5-s tage 

A node computer sends the positions of Nceul~,. force- receiving particles to its Nwc/ W
clusters through N,.c1 links. A W-cluster calculates F,(wn) exerting on Nceul~,./Nwct 
[=Nc<ltlJ,.l,.bl] particles, and these forces are sent back to the node computer. This stage is 
di\'ided into Nc.ttl~m/(64 wcpNwbdNwctl = Nceul~mlwbt/(64NwcpNwbd) steps. Here , the au
thor assumes that Nceul~mlwbl can be divided by 64N,cpNwbd· Each step calculates F,(wn) 
on 64 wq,Nwbd we/ particles, where 6~NwcpNwbdNwcl is the total number of virtual pipelines 
in WI 'E-2 . The cakulations of this one step are done as follows. 

.. -
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F'irst, a node comput.er sends positions of 64N,..,Nwbd force-receiving particles lo each 
W-cluster. The in terface board in a W-cluster sends positions of 641 ..,.., paJ· ides to each 
W-board. A V\1-board calculates forces exerted on 64Nwcp particles in 4N,.., clock cycle 
of a W-chip. The results, ft.(wn ), are sent back to its parent node computer through the 
interface board. This procedure is repeated Nco~ll~mlwbl/64 wcp Nwbd times to gel the forces 
on a ll the force-receiving particles. For efficient use of \11/-pipeliurs, 1ccul~, must be larger 
than 64N.,cpNwbdNwd or, equ ivalent ly, 

The time, Ti.vs, for W5-stage is expressed as: 

Tws 

+ 

2wNceul~,.l,.,bltt..., 

Nceul'i,.l..,bl . 4N l 
64NwcpNwbd un • •wp<p< 

+ 37·Ncelll~mlwbltt...,. 

(6.12) 

(6. 13) 

The first term is the t ime for send ing th ree componen s of po$itional coordinat e of force
receiving particles (packed into two words per wavenumber) . The second term is thE' imc 
for calculating F,(wn). The third term represents the time for sending back the result, 
f.(wn), (three words per particle) to the parent node computer . 

6 .1.4 Hos t-part 

Each node computer calculates bonding forces, F,(bd) exerted on the particle in its do
main , then it performs the time integration of t he particles in its domain. They are sent 
to other node computers. The time, Trr, for the Host-part is expressed as 

(6. 14) 

wbere NiP is the number of floatin g-point operations required to the calculation of bonding
force , time integration of a particle, and coordinate transformation, t1, is the time required 
to perform one floating-poin t operation in a node computer, and o,.J is the Kronecker's delta. 
Second term is the time for transferring new posit ions of particles, and it becomes zero 
when ldm = hoz· 

6.1.5 Total time for one time-step 

The total time, T,.,.t, for one time-step is noi a simpl e sum of the times for GRAPE- , WINE
and Host-parts, since some parts can be overlapped. For example, you can overlap most 
of the GRAPE-part and W INE-part. Taking into account of such overlapping operat ion , 
be author evaluates Ttotal as: 

(6.15) 
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where Tho•t is the caJculation lime in the host computer , Tp,,. is the calculation time for 

P1(re), F,(vdW) , and F,(wn), and Tcom i he time for communications. They are expressed 

as: 

1ha.st 
Tptpe 

'}~om 

Nceul3mNfptf,, 

rnax (Tgptpe 1 Twpt1,.)~ 

max ([4(l9b1 + 2)3 Ncet1 + 8Nce11l~b1] wtbu, 

+ 61• cell l~b/ bu5> 

(6.16) 

(617) 

( 4/~mlwbiNcell + 1.5Nwv) 'WI.;., (6.18) 

+ ( 2Nwv + 3l~mlwb1Naeu) rtbu . ., 

{4N.,.(Nnr 1)/Nnd 

+3 [(ldm + 2)3 - (ldm + 261,,.,14., )
3

] Ncell} ten) ' 

where T9P'I" and 'l"wptpe ar<' expressed as: 

27N!111;.1 
2 N N tgptpeo 

.. gcp gbd 

3Ncelll~mlwb1Nwv 
--::-c~"--:-:---twpope· 

.16NwcpNwbd 

6.2 Required Specification 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

In this section, the author determines the required specification for the MD!Vl. This includes 
the calculation speed of the specialized hardware, MDGRAPE-2 and WJNE-2, the com
munication speed between node computers and lVJDGRAPE-2 or WlNE-2 , communication 
speed between nodes, and calculation speed of node computers. 

The target perfonnance is to reaLize T,.,.1 less than O.l sec for the case that N = 106 

and lhe relative accuracy of Ewald sum, ( is J0- 3 . The author tentatively sets the upper 

limits of Tho''' TIT'P• and 1~um as 

Tho•< < Tj"..,, 

T'l"pe < 1;,,. 

Teom < T;om· 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

Note hat those upper limits are expected to be close to 3.3 x 10- 2 sec, one third of t he 

0.1 sec in an initial guess. 
The author obtains he number of chips for MDGRAPE-2 and WlNE-2 (subsection 

6.2.1), number of channels between nodes (subsection 6.2.2), number of links between node 
computers and MDGRAPE-2 (subsection 6.2.3) , number of links between node computers 
and WlNE-2 (sub ection 6.2.4), and required calcu lation speed for the node computers 
(subsection 6.2.5). 
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6.2.1 Number of chips 

The number o[ chips for MDGRAPE-2 and WlNE-2 arc determined by t.wo constraints: 
Those are minimizing the cost for chips and inequality equation (6.22). 

The author defi oe a cost function e as: 

- ( P A' 1 IV l r· e - -- 9 + --1 u• p1JW=l 
p+l p+l 

(6.24) 

where N 9 and N., are t,he total numbers of G--cbips and W-chips, respedively, and pis the 
ratio of the cost of a G-chip to that of a W-cbip, i.~., a G-cbip i p time exp nsive I han 
a W-cbip. Here , f\19 and N, are given by: 

N 9 = N9cvN9odNgdNnd· 

N, = 1\f,q,NwbdNwclN,.d. 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

(f the author assumes the ideal case those two erms of equation (6.17) are the same, 
equations (6.25) and (6.26) are reduced to: 

(6.27) 

N. = 3N Nwviwp•p< (G. 28) 
w 16T;,P. 

where z;.1Ncell = Nj(N9btNnd) and l~mlwoiNceu = Nj(N,.c~Nnd) are used . 
According to Fincham et al. (1993) , Tc~< and k""'' are determined for a given relative 

accuracy, (: 

!:..~. 
a 

Tcut (6.29) 

kcut ;L J - ln(. (6.30) 

Using equations (2.17), (2.11), (6.24), (6.27), (6.28), (6.29), and (6.30), the author derives 
N.,u, N.,., N9 , N, and e using lbox as follows. 

e 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

(6.35) 
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Figure 6.2: Cost funct ion e is plotted against hox for the case that 
N = 106 and~ = 10- 3 . lu both cases that cost of a G-chip and W
chip is same (solid curve; p = 1) and that cost of a G-chip is twice 
expensive than W-chip (dashed curve; p = 2), e becomes almost 
minimum. 
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Table 6.3: Optimal sets of param<'tcrs 

II N - 106, ~ - 10 3 I N = 105, ~- = 10 3 I 
hoz 12 8 

rcut/ L 8.3 X 10- 2 0.13 
Lkcut 26 1 
Nctll 580 200 
N.,. 3. X 104 Llx 104 

N~T';.pe 78 2.6 
NwT;,.P, 90 2.7 

ln f:iguce 6.2, e is plotted against lbox based on equation (6.35) in the cas I ha l N = l06 

and ~ = 10- 3_ Solid curve (p = 1) shows that e takes the minimum value at lt, .. = l2. 
Dashed curve (p = 2) shows that e takes the minimum value at 100, = 1. 4. However, figure 
6.2 suggests that the minimum value of e is not sensitive top. The author adopts lb., = 12. 
Note that lboz = 12 with more number of divisor is more preferable to 14 , since t he former 
leads the more fl ex ibili ty to construct the system in hierarchica.l structure. In the case of 
lbox = 12, be obtains the lower limit of Ng and N.,, as follows for r;.,,. = 3.3 X 10- 2 sec, 

N9 2: 2367, 

N,. 2: 2733 , 

where the author uses equat ions (6.32) and (6.3.3), N = 106 , and ( = 10- 3 . 

6.2.2 Communication sp eed b etween nodes 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

Total number of channels requited between nodes are obtained from the con.dition that the 
th.ird part of right hand side of the equation 6.18 must be less than r;""' (equation 6.23). 
To get tb.e required communication speed between nodes, ldrn must be equal to or smaller 
than ld_,., where l;j, is t he solution of the equation : 

(6.38) 

where Nnd = / Ncetl· 
·~ Thin solid curve of figure 6.3 shows the ldm as a function of !f:::' when lbox = 12. Taking 

into account that ldm must be a divisor of lbox, the author gets ld, = 6, i.e., Nnd = 8, in the 
case of !:f:::'- = 7.3 x 105 ( = :13msec/45nsec). Here the effective transfer speed of a chan nel 
is assumed to be 178 Mbyte/sec, i.e., ten = 45 nsec. 

There is another t rivial solution at ldrn = 12 (N .. d = 1) of eq uat ion (6.:38) independent 
of T."',""'/tcn, since no communication is necessary between nodes. Since no s ingle CPU 
does not satisfy the calcu lation speed required for host computer (> 12 Gflops, see section 
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Pigure 6.3: Thin solid curve shows the ldm as a. func ion ofTc";,.Jtcn. 
The hatched region is prohibited fo r lbo7 = 12. The filled circle 
shows that ldm =6 satisfies ldm. < ldm at T;om/tcn = 7.3 x L05 (vertical 
dotted line). Thick line shows that ldm=12 satisfies the condition 
at any Tc";, • ./tcn for the case t hat h •• = 12. 

6.2.5 for detai ls), a host computer fo.r Nnd = 1 must be a parallel computer with a shared 
memory architecture. In that case, communication among nodes is done by system bus, 
which is much faster than usual communication speed among nodes of distributed memory 
system. Therefore, the author can safely consider a single node shared memory parallel 
machine as a solution of MOM . 

6.2.3 Communication speed between node computers and 
MDGRAPE-2 

Total number of links between node computers and MDGRAPE-2, N9tnk [= NndNgcl = 
(lbox/l9b1) 3], is determined from the condition hat first part of right hand side of equation 
6.1 must be le s than T;om (equation 6.23). To achieve required commu nicat ion speed 
between them, lgbl must. be equal to or smaller than z;bl> where z;bl is the solution of the 

6.2. REQUIRED SPEC'IFTCATJON 

o L---~~--L--L~~~~-L~------~ 

2e+05 5e+05 1e+06 2e+06 

Tcornltbus 

Figure 6.4: Solid curve shows the t;bt as a function ofT;.m/tbus· The 
hatched region is prohibited. Tbe filled circle (1901 =3) marginally 
satisfies the constraints l9bt < z;bt at T;om/ tbus = 1.1 x I 06 (vertical 
dotted line). 
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Figure 6.5: Solid curve shows the N;;,1 .... k as a function of T<".m/tb-.· 
The hatched region is prohibited. The filled circle shows that 
Nwtnk=24 satisfies Nwlnk ~ N:Utn~- at T,•amfto,.. = 1.1 X 106 (ver
tical dott.ed line). 
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Table 6.4: Two solution for the set up of JviDM 

Nnd 8 1 

lVwcl 3 24 
• gd 8 64 
N9bd 4 4 
Nwbd 8 
Ngcp 10 10 
Nwcp 16 16 
Ng 2560 2560 
N., 3072 3072 

Table 6.5: Constants 

N l06 

~ 10-3 

tgp•p< 10 usee 
tW!>'p< 12.5 nsec 

lbus 30 usee 
len 45 nsec 
w 2 
r 3 

NtP 400 

equation: 

(6.39) 

Figure 6.4 shows the constraints on !9,, where w = 2, r = 3, and lb= = 12 are assumed. 
Tbe hatched region is probjbited. The dotted vertical line indicates T;qm.jt;. , = Ll x l06 

(= 33 msec / 30 nsec) , where the author adopts 30 nsec for tbus which is the cycle time 
of system clock of POT i.e. , N91 nk , total number of links between node computers and 
MDGRAPE-2 , is 64 [= (12/3)3]. 

6.2.4 Communication speed between node computers and 
WINE-2 

Total number of links between node computers and WINE-2, Nwtnk (= lg
0
,,/l?,b1) , is deter

mined from the condi t ion that the second part of right-band side of equation 6.18 must b 
less than T;om (equation 6.23). To achieve required communication speed between them, 
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Table 6.6: Number of cells and calculation lime 

l .. , 12 
ldm 6 
lgbl 3 
lwbl 2 

TP'I'" 0.031 sec 
T com 0.035 sec 
Thost 0.033 sec 

Ttotal 0.099 sec 

lwlnk must be equal t;o or larger than l:Otnk> where l :;,lnk is given by: 

• ( 4-w + 3T) l~,.Ncd! 
lwlnk = I~om/l~=s - ( l.5w + 2r )N,. • . 

(6.40) 

Solid curve of figure 6.5 sbows tbe l;;,1,.k as a function of Tc".mft,., for the case that 
w=2, 7"=3, and lbo< = 12. Th(• lower reg.ion of tbe solid cu rve (batched) is prohibited. 
Dashed horizontal lines indicate possible values for N,1,.k when ldm = 6. In the case 
of 14, = 12, Nw!nk is necessary to be only a natural number. The dotted vertical line 
indicates r:um/t~w., = 1.1 X 106 (= 33msec/30nsec). The author adopts lw!nk = 24 for the 
number of links between node computers and WINE-2. 

6 .2 .5 C alcula tion speed of node computers 

The calculation speed of node computers, tin/Nnd• can be determined from inequality 6.21 
using equation 6.16 and Nceul~m = NjN,.d: 

(6.41) 

8.3 X 10- Ll X ( Th_., , )(106 )(400). 
3.3 X 10- 2sec N NIP 

This inequali ty sugge ts that t Jn/ Nnd must be equal to or smaller than 8.3 x 10-n, in the 
case t hat N1P = 400 and Ti,

0
, = 3.3 x 10- 2sec. The total sustained speed of node computers 

needs to be higher than L2 Gflops. 

6 .2 .6 Hardware specification 

'The author getsN..-.d = lor 8 (subsection6.2.2), N9c~Nnd = 64 (subsection 6.2.3) , Nwc/Nnd = 
24 (subsection 6.2.4), and t:1.,.j Nnd = .3 x 10-u (subsection 6.2.5). Tables 6.4 summarizes 
the two possible sets of parameters of MOM. Total number of G-chips is 2560, and 3072 
for W-chips. 
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l n the case of Nnd = 1, the author gets Ngr! = ti1, N,.r~ = 24, and t1, = 8.3 x to-n A 
host computer must be a shared memory computer that. has 96 links and have an eff~ctive 
calcu lation speed higher han 12 Gfiops. Such a type of host computer, for example, a 
supercomputer, may be too expensive compared wiLh the cost of 'MDM hardware. 

ln the case of N,d = , the author gets N9 c1 = 8, N,d = 3, and t1n = 6.6 x J0- 10 

A host computer must be a cluster of eight nodes. A nod~ computer mu t have ll links 
(PCl-bus) and have an the effective calcula ion speed l.tigheJ- lh<tn 1.5 Ofiops. The cost, 
for such a type of host computer, for example, workstation cluster, is comparable to tha.t. 
of MDM hardware. On the other band, programming on the host computer will be m re 
complicated, because one must develop parallel program on the workstation cluster. 

Table 6.5 summarizes the constraint used to determine the se t up parameters. Table 
6.6 summarizes t he number of cells for each region a.nd calculation time for one I imc-st.ep 
when N = 106 a.nd ~ = l0- 3 . It achieves T10101 ~ 0.1 sec. Here, note that all the cond itions 
(equations 6.2, 6.3, 6.8, and 6.12) are satisfied in these parameter sets. 

6.3 P e rformance of MDM 

In figure 6.6, the calculation time, T1otal, of one time-step are plotted against the number 
of atoms (Solid curve: ~ = 10- 3 , Dashed curve: ~ = w-5) _ The time, T,.,.1, is proportional 
to N for N < 106, since it is almost dominated by Tcom and Tho•<. On the other hand, 
the slope gradually inGreases as N increases for N > 106, since TP'P" become the dominant 
term of T1otal· In the limit of a large N, this slope asymptotically goes to 3/2. 

Figure 6. 7 shows the ratios of Tho•t. Tcom, and TP'P" to :ztotal against N for the case of 
~ = 10- 3 . At N = 106 , Tho••• Tcom, and TP•P• are almost equal each other. For N > 106, 

Tpfpe is the dominant term, on the other hand, Team ratio is the dominant term for N < 106. 
The ratio of Tho•t to T,.,al almost remains constant for N = 105 ~ 107 . 

6.4 Summary 

The author described t he system design of Molecu lar Dynamics Machine, and determined 
the set up parameters to perform one time-step of a milliotl-atom sim ulation within 0.1 
second. Two types of MDM are possible. 

One type of MDM is composed of eight nodes, each node is composed of a node computer, 
MDGRAPE-2, and W!NE-2. The calculation speed of a node computer is 1.5 OAops. 
MDGRAPE-2 is composed of eight G-clusters. WINE-2 is composed of three W-clusters . 
Each 0-cluster or VII-cluster is connected to a nod · computer by a PCJ-bus. 0- luster 
is composed of four G-boards, each G-board bas ten MDORAPE-2 chips. W-cluster is 
composed of eight G-boards, each 0-board bas sixteen WINE-2 chips. Total number of 
MDORAPE-2 and WINE-2 chips are 2560 and 3072, respectively. Communication speed 
between nodes must be faster than 17 Mbytejsec. Total sustained transfer speed between 
node computers and MDORAPE-2 or WINE-2 is about 14 Gbytejsec. 
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N when ~ = J0- 3 _ At larger N than 106, TP•P• is dominant, while 
Tcom is dominant at smaller N . The ratio of 7/,.,1 to T,otal h'eps 
almost constant. 
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Another type of MDM is composed of a node, MDGRAPE-2, and WI:NE-2. The calcu
lation speed of a node computer is 12 Gflops. MDGRAPE-2 is composed of 64 G-clustcrs. 
WINE-2 is composed of 24 W-clusters. The struct ures of G-cluster and W-cl uster, commu
nication speed between a node computer and MDGRAPE-2 or Wl E-2, and total number 
of MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 chips are almost the same as that of the first type of MDM . 

Theoretical peak speeds of either types of MDM is about 100 Ttlops. MDM is expected 
to achieve a sustained speed of 30 Tllops in the MD simulation with a million atoms. MDM 
calcu lates l 06 time-steps of MD simulations with a million atoms in about a day ("' 10° 
seconds). MDM will be several tens times fa.~ter than the fastest supercomputer in 1999, 
whose performance will be 4 Tflops. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 

The author described the system design of Molecular Dynamics Machine, which can p r
form one time-step of a million-atom simulation within 0.1 second. MDM has a t.beoretical 
peak speed of about 100 Tflops. The author found Lhat il can sustain one third of the 
peak speed for the simulations with on million atoms. MDM will be several t.ens times 
faster than the fastest supercomputer scheduled in 1999 with a peak speed of 4 Tflops. 
MDM will enable us to simulate large biomolecules, which contain a. bundred t housands 
atoms, surrounded by severaJ hundreds of thousands of water molecules, withou t truncat
ing Coulomb force. Such a simulation , which l akes s~veral years with a current (199 ) 
moderate supercomputer , will accelerated by three order of magnitudes. 

ln the present chapter, the author rev iews the current status of MDM ( e tion 7.1) , 
compares with other computers, (section 7.2) and then di cusses the hardware to achieve 
a time-span of microseconds to simulate longer phenomena (section 7.3). Sophisticated 
algorithms to reduce calculation cost and other applications of MOM are a lso discussed in 
sections 7.4 and 7.5. 

7.1 Current Status of D eve lopment 

The development of the MDM hardware is now proceeding. The detailed design of WlNE-2 
chjp is completed, and its engineering sample chips wi ll be shipped on F'ebruary in 1998. 
The behavior model of the design of MDGRAPE-2 chip is und er construction in IBM , and 
the engineering sample chips of it will be shipped in the summer of 1998. The conceptual 
level of design of MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 board completed and they will complete in 
1998. Total system of MDM will be completed in 1999. 

7.2 Comparison with Other Computers 

As described in chapter 1, severaJ special-purpose computers for molecular dynamics have 
aJready been developed. The author compares MDM with these special-purpose computers 
as well as generaJ purpose supercomputers and GRAPE-4. 

10.5 
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7.2.1 History of special-purpose computers for molecular dy-
namics simulations 

The requirement of molecular dynamics simulation for computer resources are so intensive 
that several speciali zed hardware were developed for them. They are divided into three 
generations, those are the firs!,, second , and third generations. 

First generation: Random Logic 

l n 1980's, several groups started to develop special -purpose computer for moleculaJ· dynam
ics simnlations. These machines in the first generation are made by random logics, because 
of the Umitation of technology at that tinte and the available budget. The machines in the 
first generatiou are DMDP, ATOMS , T'A 'TRUN, GRAPE-2A, and WlN'E-1. 

Bakker et al. (1988) developed Delft Molecular-Dynamics Processor (DMDP) at Delft 
University of Technology in 1982. DMDP, connected to l-IP 1000 minicomputer, performs 
not only force calcu lation but also time integrat ion by leapfrog met.bod. IL supports linked
li. t ( ell-index method) and PM pari, of P3M method, whose microprogram is written 
in PROM on the board. Its p rformance is comparable to t hat of GRAY-1. DMDP is 
composed of many TTL-compatible components, and all the calcu lations were done in 
fixed-point arithrnetics, which causes a low accuracy of calculation. 

Bakker et a!. (1990) developed ATOMS at AT & Bell Laboratories. ATOMS calculates 
3-body force calculation as well as 2-body force calcula<ion. It is composed of three kinds 
of boards, i.e., an interface board, memory boards, and processor boards. A macbine with 
eight processor boards has a theoretical peak speed of 182 Mflops, and its performance in 
actual simulations is 30%~ 100% faster than Gray XMP. Floating-point arithmetic LSis in 
the processor boards calcu late 3-body and 2-body fo rces by a microprogram downloaded 
from a lwst computer, Micro VAX IJ . 

Pine eta!. (1991) developed FASTRUN at Columbia University in 1990. T'ASTRUN is 
specia.lized for non-bonding force calculation, and has no microprograJn in it. An increase 
in a computat ional speed is roughly a factor of six over its host computer, a. Star STl OO 
array processor, running a lone. It has a peak speed of about 270 Mflops and can calculate 
roughly 3 t imes faster than a Gray YMP. F'ASTRUN has four kinds of pipelines dedicated 
for Coulomb force , Coulomb potential, van der Waals force, and van der l l\laals potential 
calculat ions. The quadratic interpolation is used for pair-wise force calcu lation. 

Ito et a !. (1993) developed GRAPE-2A at University of Tokyo in 1992. GH.APE-2A is 
specialized for non-bonding force calculation, and has no microprogram in it . Its peak speed 
is about 180 Mflops and 6.5 times faster than TITAN 3000 for simulations with 3000 atoms. 
GRAPE-2A has one pip line, wbich calcu lates pair-wise forces by linear interpolation. 

Fukushige et a!. ( 1 993) developed WINE-I at University of Tokyo in 1992. \I\IINE-1 is 
specialized for the wave-space part of Ewald method , and performs OFT and lOFT without 
microprogran1 . Its peak sp ed is 480 Mflops. It is composed of fixed-point arithmetic units 
and values of sine aud cosme are stored in ROMs. 

Here, one can find two eviden t t rends: specialization to non-bonding force and hardwired 
program (no-microprogram). These trends made hardwares much simpler and reduced the 
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time and maupower for development.. These wer~ the key to win the severe race with 
general-purpo e computer, which also quickly advancing. 

The development of specialized hardware in the first generat.i.ou become to he very dif
ficult, since the speed up of the Digital Signal Processor for floating point calculat ion has 
stopped in 1990's. These DSP chips are so slow compared with advanced CP Us that the 
merit of specialized barclwa.re made by random logic was almost gone. The fun her speed-up 
was achieved by making application specific LSls, special ly designed for moleculaJ· dynamics 
simulations. 

Second generation: Specialized LSI 

The machines in <be second generation have a specialized LSI which in ·ludes the pipeline 
to calculate non-bonding forces. Those are MD-engine and MD-GRAPE. 

Toyoda et al. (1995) developed MD-engine at. Fuji Xerox Co. Lt.d. The structure of 
MD-engine is similar to that of GRAPE-2A. One board of MD-engine has four specialized 
processor chips dedicated to non-bonding force calcu lation. Its peak speed is 6 .. 5 COops 
with 19 boards. MD-engine can calculate van der Waals forces or potentials using neighbor 
lists generated in the boards. Pair-wise forces are evaluated by segmented interpolation , 
and the coefficients for interpolation are stored in the RAMs outside of the processor chips. 

Fukusb.ige e al. (1996) deve loped MD-GRAPE at University of Tokyo. MD-G RAPI<J 
can perform not. only non-bonding force calcu lation but also OFT and !OPT calculation, 
which are used in the wavenumber-space part of Ewald method. One board of MD-GRAPE 
bas four specialized processor cb.ips (MD-GRAPE chips; Taiji et a!. 1994) , and its peak 
speed is 4.2 Gflops. Pair-wise force calculations are performed by 4-th order segmented 
interpolation, and the coefficients for interpolation are stored in RAMs inside of MD
GRAPE chips. 

One board of MD-GRAPE, which is only two times larger in size than that of MD
engine, is more than ten times faster than that of MD-engine. MD-GRAPE has a l1igher 
performance because a coefficient table RAM is stored in chips unlike MD-enginc. The 
communicat ion between the RAM and the processor chips limits the performance of MD
engine. 

The performances of the machines in the second generation are limited to several Gflops 
due to the limit in the clock speed , since they did not use many (less t.han a hundred) LSI 
chips. One can accelerate using many LSis in parallel to achieve even more than 'J'flops, 
since the calculation of non-bonding force has a lot of parallelism. The extension of this 
direction i5 rea.Uzed by the machines in the third new generat ion . I t is worth noting that t he 
machines are impressively cost-effect ive compared with general-purpose supercomputers , 
though their peak performances are moderate. The discussions in tbis respect wi ll be given 
in the subsection 7.2.2. 

Third generation: H ighly Parallelized Architecture 

MOM will be the first macb.ine of the third generation for molecular dynamics simu lati.ons. 
As the author described in chapter 1, GRAPE-4, the first Tflops machine, has already 

. .. -
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T bl 7 l Dirt en a e : ('f ces b t e ween CRAPE 4 nd MOM , - a 
GRAPE-4 MDM 

peu.k speed J Tflops 100 Tflops 
potential shape 1/r arbitrary 

individual time-step yes (with Hermite scheme) no 
pipeline calculates force and its derivative force 

input data position, velocity and mass position and charge 

used many (1692) HARP chips in parallel. The author discuss MDM in comparison with 
.H.APE-4 in this subsection. 

Major difference between them is originated from their purposes: MDM is a machine 
specially dedicated for molecular dynamics simulations, while GRAPE-4 is that for grav
itational many body simn lations. This difference in purpose produces three differences in 
hardware design a.s follows (see table 7.1 ). 

l~irst , MOM can trea.t arbitrary shape of potential including that used in real-part 
of Ewald method: Coefficients of interpolation polynomial are stored in a RAM in an 
MDGBAPE:-2 chip. A host computer can rewrite the coefficients in the RAM. On the 
other hand, GRAPE-4 can treat only l/r shape of potential (gravitational potential). Co
efficients of interpolation polynomial are stored in ROM in a HARP chip. A host computer 
cannot rewrite the coefficients in the ROM . 

Second, while GRAPE-4 can calculate time derivative of force, MOM cannot. HARP chip 
in G H.APE-4 calculate not only force but also its time derivative, which a.re used in ·Herm ite 
scheme (Makino 19 l , Makino and Aa.rseth 1992). H is wortb not ing that Hermite type 
scheme may have some merits in molecular dynamics simulations as we ll as in gravitational 
many-body simulations, although it has not been used in molecular dynamics simulations, 
yet. 

Finally, MDM d es not have specialized bardwa.re to predict positions of particles. On tb e 
other hand , GH.APE-4 bas 36 PROMETHEUS chips to predict positions (and velocities) of 
particles. These predicted values are used in individual time step method, which frequently 
used in gravitational many body simulations of globular clusters. 

7.2.2 Comparison with general-purpose computers 

Tbe most irnpr ssive point of special-purpose computer like MDM or GRAPE-4, is their 
very good cost-efl'ectiveness. They are typically achieve a 100 ~ 1000 times good cost 
effectiveness compared with commercially available computers. Molecular dynamics simu
lations intrinsically have many parallelisms as can be seen in the previous chapter. These 
paral lelism give MDM the following three characteristics wh.ich greatly contributes to their 
good cost-effectiveness. 

First, MOM uses v ry deep pipelines with a delay of~ 30 t.o calculate non-bonding forces. 
The current microelectronics technology allows us to squeeze more than hundred !loa ing-
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point. units in a chip. A specialized LSI with very deep pipelines bas a high ("-' several 
hundred) ratio of the operations to data communication with a main memory compared 
with conventional CPUs ("'several). MDM with deeply pip<>lined LS[s, memory bandwidth 
dose not limit the performance of the MDM system, unlike conventional computers. Also 
note that you can use almost all of the gates to calculittions for the case of MDM with 
deep pipelines, while a convent ional CPU wastes their· gates lo it hnge cash memory and 
controllers. 

Second, many specialized LSls in MOM share the oul put of data from I be memory on the 
board, since different LSis calculate forres exerted on different particles but from t.he same 
particle in parallel. The bandwidth from the memory can be much lower than conventional 
computers without losing performanre. 

Third, MDM can use a simple and relatively slow communication network as described in 
the previous chapter. Tbe communication between specialized hardware' and host computer 
is relatively lighter than the force calculation , since in molecular dynamics si111ulatioos for 
large number (N) of particles, thC' cost of force calcu lations rapidly i ucrea.scs in proportion 
lo O(N312), while communica.tion cost only proportional to O(N). Furthermore , boards 
is not necessary to communicate with each other. The usage of a simpler a.nd slower 
communication hardwar<" makes system cost lower significantly compar-ed with general
pu rpose parallel computer. 

7.3 How to Achieve Micro-second MD Simulation: 
Super-MDM 

There are strong motivations to extend a computational time-span to increase from nano
seconds to micro-seconds. For example, experimental data suggested thai short peptides 
folded on a time scale of 100 nano-seconds to lO micro-seconds (Hamme and H.obers, 
1968; Gruenewald, 1979). Ballew et al. (1996) showed that myogrobin molecul made a 
conformational change with a t ime scale of several hundred nano ·econds. Wb n you could 
perform the molecular dynamics simulations for a relatively large system with a hundred 
thousand atoms, you would bring a breakthrough in the investigation of folding process of 
protein molecules. 

However, even with MDM, it is almost impossible to perform microsecond simu lations. 
In the present section, lh author discusses the possibility to perform the micro-seconds 
molecular dynamics simulations by some extension of MDM. 

ln order to perform simu lations with a time span of microSC'conds ( - 109 time-steps) 
within reasonable time (for example, two weeks"' 106 seconds), Ttotal must be shorter than 
10-3 second. Figure 6.6 shows that MDM takes as long as about 10 msec at N = 105 for 
~ = 10-3_ As can be seen in figure 6.7, Tcum and Tho•t rather than TP'P• dominate Ttotal at 
N = 105 . 

You can reduce Ttotal to about l msec, if you use a larger number of chips, and faster 
node computers and links. The optimal set of lt.or , kcut, N 9T;,P•' and N ,.,T;,,,. for N = 105 

are determined by a similar discussion in subsect.ion 6.2.1. They are summarized in table 
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6.3. lu order to a.chiev • TP'P' < 0.33 msec, Nq and N,. must be larger than 7911 and 016, 
respect i vt'ly. 

If t.akiug mto account. all of lgblo ldm and ld.,./lwbl should be larger than or equa.l to 1, 
following constraints are obtained using similar discussions as the subsection 6.2.2, 6.2.3 
and 6.2.4 for r;om = 0.33 rnsec, 

ibu• < 3.2 X 10- 9 s~c , 
t,, < 5.6 X I 0- 9 sec. 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

These inequalities show that the sustained speed of a lu;k between a node and MDGRAPE-
2 or WINE-2, rnust be higher than 1.2 Gbyte/sec and that of inter-node channel must be 
higher than I A Gbyte/sec. This restriction is much relaxed if tbe data can be broadcasted 
to all the boards of the MOM. In this case, the speed of a. liuk between a node and 
MDGRA PG-2 or W INE-2 need to be only I 00 Mbyte/scc. 

Prom equation (6.4 J ), the constraint on the speed of node computer is obtained: 

tfn < 4.2 X 10- 9
, (7.3) 

where the author sets to lbo• = , ldm = I, and T170 , 1 = 3.3 X 10 sec. The total sustained 
speed of host computers must be higher than 120 Gflops: The sustained speed of a node 
computer must be faster than 240 Mllops, since the total number of node computers, Nndo 
is 512. 

The requirements of the hardware for micro-second simulations are summarized as fol
lows. 

1. Number of MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 chips is both about ,000, respectively. 

2. Effective calcu lation speed of a host computer must be faster than 120 Gflops in total. 

3. Effective transfer speed o[ links must be faster than 600 Gbytejsec in total. Note 
that this specification for links would be much lower if one could develop addrtional 
hardware to broadcast data to many boards. 

One may thi nk that those are too high to achieve in near future. However, they may 
be relaxed by using faster algorithms, such as tree-code, P 3M method (Particle-Particle 
Particle-Mesh), fast multipole method (Greengard et al. 1987), or multiple lime-step 
method (Streett et al. 1978). These faster algorithms will be discussed in the next section. 

7.4 Sophisticated Algorithms 

7-4-1 Smaller cells for real part of the calculation 

In the present thesis, the author assumes that the side- length of a cell is set to be equal 
to cut-ofT radius, i.e., 1·,...., = Lcell· However, one may reduct> calculation cost for real space 
part (T9r,1,.) s ignificantly by using smaller cell in cell-index method. If one use smaller 
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cells, i.e. , large nrcut · the number of interaction pE'r particle can be reduced by a factor of 
6.4, ince the volume of the cube with a side of 37·,., is l/41f (~ 6.4) times larger than 
that of a sphere with a radius of r 01, 1 (see 11gure 1.1). Here, nrcut is the number of cells in 
one dimension within rcut, and written by: 

r""' 
nrrut == Lcelt. (7.4) 

Figure 7.2 shows the ratio of calculation cost of the cases with actual finite sized ceiL 
to the ideal case with infinitesimal sized cell. The calculation cost P,(re) decrease with 
increasing nrcul· 

However, the reduction in TP'P" is not so large because the efficiency of pipelines of 
MDGRAPE-2 is lower for smaller Nuu (large n,.cu1), in actual casE' (see inequality 6.2 and 
figure 7.3). If the eiliciency in the pipelin is taken into account, T9P'P" and T"'P'P" are 
rewritten as follows: 

2/N;.ut;bl 
9o 2N " t9P'P"' gcplv gbd 
27ggN NreUtgpipe 

2N9 

27 9g n;cutfV2tgpop< 

2N9 l"f.ox 

(2g,ud + .9w• )Neeul~mlwbJNwv 
16N N 

tw-pope• 
wcp wbd 

(29wd + 9wt)N Nwvtw-ptpe 
16N., 

(29wd + 9wo)( -In f,j3l~0,Nt,vptpe 
247r2n~,.,N., 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7. ) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

where, g9, g.,d, and w"'' are the loss of parallel efficiency of mu ltiple pipelines for 02-stagc, 
W2-stage, and W5-stage, respectively: 

l2N9ep [Nceu + 12N9cr- J] 
Nc<~l 12N9cp ' 

(7.11) 

9wd 
64N.,.pNwbd [Nwv + 64N.,crNwbd - I] 

Nwv 64Nwr.pNwbd 
1 (7.12) 

64Nw [N + 64N,- 1] 
N 64Nw ' 

(7.13) 

where [x] denotes the maximum integer that does not exceed x. 
In figures 7.4, g9 , 9wdo and g.,, are plotted against N,.u, N.,., and N, respectively. The 

los" of efficiencies in pipelines decrease with increasing N,.u, N.,., and N. For example, 
Ncell must be large enough compared with th number of G-pipelines on the MDGRAPE-2 
board for an efficient usage of C:-pipelines. As discuss in section 6.2, Nr.ell is 580 for the 
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Figure 7.1: Cell-index method of two-dimensional case with large 
(left) and small (right) cells. The number of cells within rcut, 71.,-cut 

is I {left) and (right). Force of the particle i is the sum of forces 
from the particles in thin hatched region. ln the ideal case, only 
thl:' particles in thick hatched region interact with the particle i. 
Thin hatch d region is about 2.9 or 1.2 times larger than tb.ick 
hatched region in two-dimensional case, and 6.4 or 1.6 times larger 
in three-dimensional case in the left or right figure, respectively. 

optimal case of N = 106 and f. = JQ - 3 , and is larger thau 120, which is the number of 
G- pipelines on the MDGRAPE-2 board. If you use the cell with a half side (11-rcut = 2), 
Ncdl becomes smalle r than the number of G-pipelines on th MDGRAPE-2 board , which 
cau.es tbe loss of a parallel efficiency of multiple pipelines. 

Figures 7.5 shows T97"P< and Twv•P• as functions of L/rcut- Diamonds denotes Twp>p• and 
circles, squares, and crosses denote T9p;pe for the cases of nrcut = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
The minimum of 1~•P• is about 0.3 seconds, and does not change so much even for a larger 
nrcut · ln summary, there are no rednction of calcu lat ion time, even for smal ler cells (larger 
nreut) in the calculation of the real-space part of the Cou lomb force. 

One may gain another factor of two, if shorter cut-off radius for F,(vdW) is used: 

J<~(vdW) more rapidly decreases than F ,( re) in typical cases. However, from similar dis
cussions above, the author can safely conclude that the time reduction is relatively small 
in the calculation of van der Waals force even if one uses smaller cells. 

7.4.2 Calculation of virial 

The virial represent the internal stress of the system by the volume-derivative of the 
internal energy. The virial is used to perform molecular dynamics simulations under t he 
constant pressure condition (equation 2.10). 

The virial, 1r1"" is cal ulated by, 
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n ,-cut 

Figure 7.2: Ratio of calculation ·osl to the ideal case (infinites
imally small cells; 71.,-cu.t ~ ) is plotted against n,.rut· As 
nr=< increases, the ratio of increase of calculation cost for J~( re) 
and F,(vdW) decreases and approaches to unity at the limit of 

nn."t.Lt-

5 
n rcut 

Figure 7.3: Loss, g9 , of parallel efficiency of G-pipelines is plotted 
against nrcut when N = 106, 7"cut = L/12 and f. = 10 3. As nrcut 

increases, g9 increases. 
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(7.l4) 

where J,11 is the l-t!J componen t of J;1 , the pair-wise force between particles i and j, and 
r,1~ is the m-t h component. of i'i1 . 

In th(' case of non-periodic boundary condition, the vi rial , 1ttm, is rewritten as: 

~ ("£"£ j,j1 T1~- '£'£ J,11r.., ) 
t 1 1. ) 

~ (L TJ, L /,1~- '£r,, L f,,~ ) , 
J ' ' } 

~ [~>1~(-J]/)- ~>lm J, ,] • 
- '£J,,r,"', (7. 15) 

where J,, is the l-th COillponent off,, the force on particle t. As can be seen in equation 
7.15, 1ttm is calculated by an cost of O(N) from the forces, J:. calcu lated with MDGRAPE-
2. 'This virial can eaqi Jy be calculated by a host computer, because 1: is already calculated 
by MDGRAPE-2 chips. 

Ln the case of periodic boundary cond ition, the situation is a bit changed due to minimum 
image convers ion. Suppose that the interaction region of a particle beyond the boundary 
of the simulation box (figure 7.6) . Here, R.1 is the region inside the original simulat ion 
box, and R.2 is th region outside of it. MDGRAPE-2 calculates force from the particles in 
the region R.2 , in which the positions of particles are shifted to the region R!2 . Therefore, 
1ftrn is calcula ted as: 

J 
1ft,.. = 2 '£ '£ t.,, r,}m, 

' 1 
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~ L (L J,1, r;,. - "'"" L f,1, + n,_ L 'I=" f,1, ) 

t J ) J 

- L f.tT,m + ~ '£ n,mf,"';'. 
' - ' 

(7.16) 

where R.1,. is the region of in teraction within thC' sim ula t ion b x in the respect of the 
coordinate m, and R.2,. is the region of in teraction oulsidt'" of I he simulation box in the 
respect of the coordinate m. Here, fi;' is the m-th component of the force , !7", on particle 
i from force-exerting particles in t he region R2m: 

Rzm 
t;: = '£ !,,. (7.17) 

Minimum image conversion shifts particles from R '2m to the region R2m, when calculat ing 
r,i"': the coordinate m of the position of particle J in R.'2m is shifted by n,,L. The 
conversion coefficient, n,m, becomes either l or - l , because the cut.·off radius is shorter 
than the half length of a s id e of a cell , i.e., Tcut < L/2. 

The force from outside of the simulation box, f7", can be calcu lated by MDGMPE:· 
2 by setting the particles in the region R.2 m as force-exerting particles. The additional 
calculat ion of force for vi rial by equation 7.16 is not so large. For example, tbis increase of 
calculation cost is about 17% when cutoff radius, rcut. is L/12 (lbor = 12; see tigme 7.7), 
because total number of cells is 172 = 123, while t h. minimum image conversion. occurs 
only in the 728 (=123 - 103) cells on the smface of simulation box a nd tbe region R2 is 
1/3 of the total region R.1+ R.2 . 

7 .4.3 Fast algorithms for calculation of Coulomb force 

There are faster algorithms, tree-code, P 3M method (Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh), fast 
multipole method (Greengard et a l. , 1987), or multiple l ime-step met.bod (Streett et al. , 
197 ) than Ewald Method. 

MOM also can accelerate t hese fast algorithms significantly. Jn fact , tree-code and P3 M 
method has been al ready implemented on GRAPE-lA and MD-GRAPE, resp clively, for 
astrophysical simulations (Makino et al. 1991, Miyazaki 1996). 

Jn P3M method, the contributions from distant particles are calculated with First Fourier 
Transformation by a regular mes h (PM part ), while those from nearby particles are calcu
lated by direct method (PP part): 

f (?·,,)F;, 

( I - f (r,1 ))P., 

(7. 18) 

(7. 19) 
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Figme 7.6: 1\llinimum image conversion occurs at force calculation. 
The region R1 is inside of the simulation box , while the region R 2 
is outside of it . The positions of particles in the region R2 are 
sh ifted from the original positions of particles in the region R'2. 
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Figure 7.7: Ratio of increase of calculation cost for virial is plotted 
against the number of cells in one dimension , ltm· The ratio de
creases with increasing lbw The increase is on ly about 17% in the 
case that 100, = 12, which is the optimal value when N = 106 and 
( = 10 3. 
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where f(r,3 ) is the truncation function , which vanishes in the limit fa large 1·,r An 
theoretical discu sion suggested that the calculation limP for P3 1 method is scaled as 
O(Niog ). 

MDM with MOGH.APE-2 chip and WI E-2 chip can accelerate both PP iuJd PM part . 
MDGRAPE-2 chip calcu late PP part , since the Particle-Partirl<' force, Fp1, is a central 
force. Miyazaki et al. ( 1996) implemented P 3M on a system com posed of MD-GRAPE 
with a peak speed of about 4 Gflops and a workstation with an Super P RC (36MHz) as 
a. host computer. He found that computational time is rcducC'cl by a factor of 7 in the case 
with MD-GRAPE. compared with the case that whole of the calcu lation clone in a ho t 
computer. 

MOM with lVIDGRAPE-2 chip and workstation dust. r is , therefore, expected to show a 
high performance for P 3M method. Tt is worth no ing that W I E-2 chip, perform di~crete 
Fourier transformation (not FFT) may be also usable in PM part. 

ln the tree-code, partic les are organized in the form of a tree and the ach node of tree 
represents of the gr up of particles. The calculation cost of tr e code is found to be scaled 
as O( NlogN). The force of the distant node is replaced by the force from the center of mass 
of the node. This method 6rst clevelopecl for the calculations of gravitational many body 
system (Barnes and Hut 1986). Saito (1992) applied this method to molecular dynamics 
calculation of proteins. Since molecu lar dynamics simulations usually require a higher 
accuracy than the gravitational many-body systems, be calcu lated the force from a dipole 
at. the center of the node instead of a monopole. 

Mak.ino (1991) implemenl.ecl this algorithms on GRAPE-I A for the si mulations of gala>..J' 
coUisions. He found that tree code is actual ly compatible with GRAPE system and signifi
cant (by a factor of 30 ~50) accelera.tion can be gained by GRAPE-LA with a peak speed 
of 240 Mflops compared with the case that whole of the calcula ions are don by the host 
computer with a MIPS R-3000. Therefore, MDM with MD lRAPE-2 chip is expected to 
show a high performance also for tree-code. 

Fast multipole method calculates force by multipole expansion . The force-exerting par
ticles are organized in the form of a tree, like tree code. In fast multipole method , unlike 
tree-code, force-receiving particles are aJso organized in a tree structure. The forces ex
erted on particles in a node are obtained by Taylor expansion at the center of the node. 
The calculation cost is proven to be scaled as on ly O(N) Fast mu ltipole method is also 
compatible with GRAPE systems and is expected to be accelerated by them Like tree-code, 
though its implementation on GRAPE systems have not yet done. 

The detailed discussions of the performance of MDM for t hese fast algorit hms are cer
tainly important issues, but is beyond of t he scope of the pr sent thesis. They will be 
discussed elsewhere. 
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7.5 Ot her Application of MDM than MD Simulation 

7.5. 1 Smoothed particle hy drodynamics 

Smoothed Particle llydrodynamics (hereafter SPH) method represents fluid by the overlap
ping of many smoothed particles, which convey the mass , momentum, internal energy and 
other characte rist ics of fluid (t';vrard 19 ; Hemquist and I<ats 1 989; Navarro and Benz 
1991; Cen 1992; Umcmura 1993). In SPH method, hydrodynamical interactions are repre
sented hy short. range interactions between particles. Most cosmological hydrodynamical 
si111ulation have been performed by SPH method (for example, Lucy 1977). 

In SPI-1 method, the most of computational time are consumed in the calculations of 
gravitational force and hydrodynamical interactions between particles. Umemura (1993) 
suggested that CRAPE can accelerate both of them, if it can make the list of neighbor par
ticles for the hydrodynamical inte ractions during calculations of gravitational force. A host 
comput~r calculate hydrodynamical interactions using this neighbor list in a high speed. 
Steinmets ( 19H6J implemented an SPH code on GRAPE-3, which be calls GRAPBSPJ-1. 

MDM can use t.l1c a.~tronomical ca.lculations with SP H code, since MDGRAPE-2 chip 
in MDM can make a list of neighbors during the calculation of the forces. T he neighbor 
RAM in MDGRAPE-2 can store 204 neighbors for 24 force-receiving particles. According 
l.o t.einmets ( 1996) , the number of neighbors i necessary lo be larger than a hundred. 
The number of neighbors per particle is limited to 85 in the worst case that the force
receiving particl·s <.lo not share n ighbors at all. This limitation is, howev r, much rel.a.xed 
in actual cases that 24 force-receiving particles which are calculated simultaneously in a 
MDGRAPE-2 chip share their neighbors. 

7.5.2 Vortex dynamics simulation 

The behavior of incompressib le fluid can be represented by vortices T he vortex elements 
move wit.h flu id . The ve locity fie ld, ii,, of fl uid is calculated by Biot-Savart's law: 

il(i'J = ~ I w(r') x (r- r ') di"' 
4 li"- i"'l3 ' 

(7.20) 

where iii is the vorticity ;md x denotes cro s product. 
Hachisu et al. (199.5) found that GRAPE-3AF can accelerate this vortex dynamics 

simu lations. They modified Biol-Savart's law a little as: 

_ 1 I w(T') x (r-i;f) .., 
u(i') = 4 (IT- f'l2 + t:2)3f2dr, (7.21) 

to avoid the numerical singularity (H.osenhead 1930). Vortecies are divided into many 
vortex elements and each element is described as Lagrangian particles which obey Biot
Savar t 'slaw. If one define ii; as: 

(7.22) 
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where uiJ is the vortecies and \ ~ is the volun1e of each vortex clement, then one obtains, 

_ N ii;x(i'",-1~) 
U, = - 2=: "'"( 1-=::1-:c=.._-r""'-""12_+_c~2~):!""'/2. 

J=l t ] c 

(7.2:.1) 

Then, the induced velocity is calculated by using GRAPE-3AF three times to get the 
following three quanti\ ies R •. , i(y,>, and f: ,,, : 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

The three components of the velocity of the fluid ( u;., u;,, u,,) at. t he clement i is calculaLed 
as: 

U · ., 
Ky,t;:; - / \·Z,1y1 

K:,l~- 1<: ,.,.:::, 

K x,iy -f(y,l-r-' 

(7.27) 

(7.2 ) 

(7.29) 

in a host computer. The position of vortex elements are updated based on the velo ity U. 
on the host computer. The vortex , wJ, is calculated so that the circu lation around vortex 
elements may conserve. 

MDM will accelerate vortex dynamics simulations like GRAPE-3AF. MDGRAPE-2 chip 
can calculate velocity induced by vortex elements with an arbitrary core shape. Researchers 
of vortex dynamics want to use core functions other t han P lummer funct ion (equation 7.2 I) 
to improve convergence of simu lation. MDGR.APE-2 chip can handle scale facto rs, a,1 and 
b,n and softeuing parameter , t:,J, even if they depend on not only force-receiving part icles 
but also force-exerting particles . This function of MDGH.APE-2 chip is usable to introduce 
viscosity in t he simulations of incompressible fluid . 
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